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Introduction
The current issue of Palimpsest presents texts based on the
presentations and discussions which took place on 4-5 March 2011 in Krakow during the 10th International Postgraduate Conference on Central and
Eastern Europe – “Transformation in Central and Eastern Europe: before,
after, in the process?”. International Postgraduate Conferences on Central
and Eastern Europe take place periodically in different European cities.
Their initiator, inspiration and patron is University College London School of
Slavonic and East European Studies. The 10th Conference was organised
by two student academic unions of the Jagiellonian University: those of
students of sociology and of European studies.
Almost 100 researchers from different European countries discussed intra-regional commonalities and differences and regional
peculiarities. The term “transformation” was chosen as the key concept for
these discussions. Two decades after the fall of communism in the region,
we decided to ask the question, whether the so-called transformation has
been fulfilled, and whether it can ever be fulfilled. It may be that the effects
of the transformation to date made only more obvious the need for another,
deeper transformation, as has been expressed around the world by such
contemporary movements as the Indignados, the Occupy Movement and
other alter-globalist movements.
We intended to compare different aspects of regional transformation. Thus,
the main topics of the 10th Conference were the following:
 Civil) society in the face of transformation
 Transformation in the context of the structural and institutional aspects
 Gender – transformation
 Culture in the face of transformation
 The effects of transformation on the economy.
The presented texts focus on the persistence of the elements of the
past in a changing context and on the peculiarities which result from this
3

dynamic. The mainstream ideology can be treated as a common theme of
almost all these texts. Anna Tretiak addresses the issue of ideological socialisation in examining the “post-Soviet transformation of the Ukrainian
children’s book”. Marta Brzezińska and Manuela Marin analyse the place
occupied by the communist past in the contemporary ideological and cultural landscape. Brzezińska searches for commonalities in presenting the
communist past in Czech, German and Polish cinema. Marin reconstructs
the image of the communist past in Romania with the case of a popular
newspaper. Tretiak diagnoses deep ideological changes, while Marin and
Brzezińska analyse the phenomenon of nostalgia for the elements of the
past, the desire to preserve rather than to reject the past. Olena Synytska
presents the surprising persistence of elements of the past with the case of
literary criticism in Ukraine in the 1990s.
Marko Kovačić and Antonie Doležalová focus on civil society. Despite this common issue, their perspectives can be contrasted. While
Kovačić examine the role of civil society in fulfilling the transformation in
Croatia and Serbia, Doležalová asks how the communist past still influences civil society in the Czech Republic. In the context of the question
asked in the title of the conference, her thesis is particularly interesting.
She claims that the (poor) condition of civil society in the Czech Republic
cannot be explained with references to the communist past, instead perceiving such “historical” explanations as a rationalisation of “why the
current development of civil society is so unsatisfactory in so many ways”.
As a consequence, this inspires us to ask if we should still use the notion of
transformation and what the ideology of transformation means today.
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Between Memory and Nostalgia: The Image of Communism in Romanian Popular Culture. A Case Study
of Libertatea Newspaper1
ABSTRACT
This paper examines the contradictory perceptions of part of the Romanian
population of the communist past and looks at a case study centring on articles
published in a national newspaper, Libertatea (Liberty). The analysis will consider
both the articles published in this newspaper and also readers’ commentaries on
two major topics: Romanians’ everyday life in communist Romania and Nicolae
Ceauşescu’s popular representations. The nostalgic scheme of remembering
communism proposed by Libertatea and its readers is analysed within the broader
context of the economic, social and political changes brought about by the postcommunist transition and of individual perceptions regarding them.

KEY WORDS
post-communism, nostalgia, mass culture, Romania, Ceauşescu

Introduction
Almost 20 years after the collapse of the communist regimes in Europe, the nostalgia for the communist recent past continues to spread in
the former countries of the Soviet bloc. From the perspective of external

1
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observers, this emergence of post-communist nostalgia is considered to be
the result of the economic failure of the policies of former communist countries and also a sign of their questionable attachment to democracy and
Western values.
Following the presentation of several introductory concepts designed to establish and define the theoretical framework of our approach,
my analysis of the image of communism proposed by the Romanian newspaper Libertatea (Liberty) will demonstrate that people’s feelings toward the
communist past are in fact contradictory. In addition, the paper will also
point out that the emergence of post-communist nostalgia is related both to
the impact of economic, political and social changes generated by the postcommunist transition and to the dimension of personal life experience under communism.

Definition of nostalgia
Nostalgia is usually defined as a feeling of longing for past times,
people, objects, feelings, events, or a relationship that no longer exists
(Boym 2001: xiii-xix, Velikonja 2008: 27-28, 30). According to Svetlana
Boym (2001: xiii, xvi), nostalgia is “a sense of loss and displacement” which
is based on an obvious contrast between a romanticised version of the past
and a present considered inferior nowadays. Thus, this nostalgia is not as
much about the past but especially about the present and its relationship
with the future. In this respect, Fred Davis (1979:9) stated that the object of
nostalgia is not the past in itself but a past with special features, whose significance must be deciphered in relation with the realities of the present. In
addition to this, the present-future relationship as part of the nostalgic feeling is explicable from the perspective that the contemporary developments
that have caused such a nostalgic approach to the past reflect similar concerns for the near future.
Several authors also notice the emergence of what is called secondary or vicarious nostalgia. This type of nostalgia is the result of the
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development of a “memory industry” which provides through “its production” (such as building monuments, yearly holiday cycles, media products,
memoirs/testimonials) an image of the past that is idealised but convincing
through its distorted realism (Velikonja 2008: 25, Goulding 2001: 584-585).
Starting from here, a natural question arises about the reliability of nostalgic images of the past perceived by its direct witnesses. In this respect,
Mitja Velikonja (2008: 30) concludes that although some retain specific
characteristics, the past never existed in the form transmitted by the nostalgic memories and, in fact, the latter were nothing but retroactive
constructions designed to embellish the parts of the past that could be an
attractive counterbalance to the gloomy realities of the present.
Nostalgia is also seen as playing the role of a “defence mechanism
in a time of accelerated rhythms of life and historical upheavals” (Boym
2001: xiv). In the contemporary context, these changes are a result of
globalisation, of the fast modernising rhythm whereby nostalgia is associated with the attempts to preserve local identities or to ensure a certain
continuity in a world that is increasingly fragmented (ibid.: xiv-xv). So nostalgia is the answer to the “experience of discontinuity” (Tannock 1995:
458) that gives the individual a temporary refugee from the changes in the
society he or she lives in and in front of which he or she feels alienated
(Goulding 2001: 569).
If the original meaning of the term “nostalgia” focused on home as a
place of nostalgic feelings, gradually the temporal dimension came to be
decisive in defining it. Thus, nostalgia is associated with feelings of “yearning for a different time”. This time interval is related to the past, a past
which is associated with distinct stages of individual life. In this context,
nostalgia is a symbolic rebellion against the irreversible passing of time that
affects the human condition and also against the fast rhythm of modernity
that accelerates change and inevitably compresses time as a result (Boym
2001: xv). Most times, the subject of nostalgia is childhood, especially the
teenage years. Davis states that individuals look with nostalgia towards
5

their youth due to the difficulties and major changes which they have to
face as adults. While their nostalgia has an episodic character meant to
help them face problematic situations, for part of the elderly population, it is
an integral part of an ongoing process of remembering and re-evaluating
their entire existence, inevitably at a final threshold (Davis 1979: 52-71).
A distinct place in the analysis of nostalgia as a social and cultural
phenomenon is given to its relationship with collective memory. Generally
defined as the process through which a set of ideas, images and feelings
about the past are shared by a group of individuals, collective memory reinterprets or reconstructs the past from the perspective of some date borrowed from the present, in order to explain and to confer meaning to a present experience. However, the existence of a collective memory does not
exclude the existence of a personal one that, although it retains a specific
part, is part of the entire collective memory’s mechanism. Memory is inextricably linked to the process of remembering. This process uses fragments
of the past, draws on them, giving them new meanings likely susceptible in
terms of present imperatives (Velikonja 2008: 25-26, Hogea 2010: 16-18).
Concluding the above, nostalgia is based on a process of remembering the
past, not reconstituted in its entirety, but based on its thematic sequences.
They are part of the collective memory and they fulfil their meaning only in
the context of contemporary experiences.

General characteristics of post-communist nostalgia
In the case of Romania, as in that of the former socialist states, the
communist past becomes the focus of nostalgic feelings experienced by a part
of the population. The general characteristics listed above are valid for this
kind of nostalgia too, since essentially, it also concerns the past, even if the
it is defined by the specificity of the political regime at the time.
The explanation of the nostalgic attachment of the population from
the former Soviet-bloc countries to the communist past is related to the
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common realities of how socialism was experienced. The communist regimes employed a large-scale programme of socialist rationalisation of
each individual’s life for it to integrate the new human pattern worked
through all official channels. Thus, everything related to education, employment, social and political involvement, leisure, interpersonal
relationships, and family as part of individual and collective existence was
brought under the control of the party-state and its subordinate organisations specifically designed for this purpose. Due to this official quasi-monopolisation of the management of the daily existence of the citizens, it becomes very difficult, if not impossible, for those concerned to dissociate
aspects of their lives which were happy (their youth, family, friends, leisure)
from the political formula that has influenced and made them possible.
Another cause for the post-communist nostalgia considers the impact that the collapse of communism has had on people living in the former
Soviet bloc countries. This change of political regime restructured the internal economic, political and social organisation of these states, while
confronting the individual with a multitude of challenges that contradicted or
questioned his life experience to date. Economic changes have forced the
individual to adapt to the many changes of the implementation of the principles of market economy, changes which could not guarantee him a job or
steady income. The post-communist transition also marked the disappearance of the so-called social contract between the socialist state and its
citizens. This informal contract stipulated the involvement of the paternalist
party-state in meeting the basic needs of its population (such as housing,
food, fun, holiday, employment, health) in return for its subordination. Furthermore, the centralised operation of the socialist system enforced this
obedience in the conditions in which the individual’s role in it was limited to
performing his assigned duties for which he received in exchange his share
of the state’s resources. Obviously, the internalisation of this behaviour
characterised by complete subordination of individual action to the deci-
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sions of the party-state has weakened his ability to adapt to a market
economy that emphasises competitiveness and personal initiative.
A final element that can be considered important in explaining the
phenomenon of nostalgia for the communist past regards these development able to upset the individual’s perception of the “normality” of life in the
years before 1989. Thus, the transition has replaced the general order and
predictability of life under communism with different circumstances, opportunities and individual options. Also, a certain liberalisation of morals and of
access to information on this subject has created the image of a moral degradation of society as a whole, which stood in stark contrast the principles
and the respectable moral code imposed by the Romanian communist regime.

Post-communist nostalgia in Romania
The revolution of December 1989 marked the end of the communist
regime in Romania. The last communist leader, Nicolae Ceauşescu, fled
from angry protesters, to be caught shortly afterwards by the revolutionary
forces. After a farce trial, he and his wife were sentenced to death, and executed by a firing squad on Christmas Day 1989.
Following the death of the last communist leader, and continuing
until 2007, any association with the communist past has become an instrument to publicly discredit its subject. Thus, anybody nostalgic for
communism was characterised as a backward person, rooted in the communist past and, therefore, unreceptive to new economic reform or to
democratic ruling (Tinu 1999: 8).However, public display of communist
symbols was not considered a sign of nostalgia, but a form of protest
against the country’s government, whose actions would have cancelled the
supposedly regenerative potential and Romanians’ hopes for the better regarding the revolution in December 1989.
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If the initial post-communist nostalgia phenomenon was limited to a
defined group, mainly supporters of political parties claiming to be successors of the former communist party, in the second half of 2000s an
increasing number of Romanian citizens gradually began to look with nostalgia to the period before December 1989. A first explanation resides in
the economic causes. After a period of economic prosperity, people gradually began to experience the negative consequences of the economic crisis
in the world at the end of 2009. The following year, wages were lowered,
prices exploded, many companies went bankrupt and unemployment began to rise rapidly, reaching levels similar to the first years of transition.
These economic difficulties were superimposed on existing ones, generated by the inability of post-communist governments to create or support an
efficient national economy able to bring the Romanian state revenue and
provide jobs for its citizens. A second explanation concerning the emergence of the nostalgic phenomenon regards the acceptance of the
communist past by Romanian society. Communism became a subject of
investigation by creating various academic research institutes, while memorials were erected in memory of the victims of communism. The National
Council for the Study of Securitate Archives was created in 2000. This is
the institution which under the current legislation administers the former
communist political police archives and whose specialised departments
undertake a thorough research of its documents. A final important development in Romanian society’s acceptance of the past was the creation in
April 2006 of the Presidential Commission for the Analysis of Communist
Dictatorship in Romania. The Commission published its final report in December 2006 and it was accepted as an official document of the Romanian
state by President Traian Băsescu. Moreover, the Romanian head of state
addressed the Romanian parliament on December 18, 2006 and presented
the results of the Commission's report in order to condemn the communist
regime as an illegitimate and criminal one (Hogea 2010: 16-30).

7

A final explanation regarding the expansion of the nostalgic feeling
is connected to what I call selective memory. After almost 20 years, people
tend to forget certain details of their lives under communism and in most
cases choose to remember only its good points. This process of forgetting
the unpleasant aspects of the communist period can be considered an
emotional reaction to what people consider to be the current unfavourable
situation. Thus, for those nostalgic Romanians their current problems, particularly economic, are more stringent than those of the past, and the fact
that their nostalgia is not of the restorative type (Boym 2001: 41-51) confirms that it is based on a retrospective and incomplete assessment of the
current situation compared to that before December 1989. However, the
fact that communism coincided with the childhood and youth of many nowadays adults is able to explain the perpetuation of its positive image.

Forms of mass consumption of post-communist nostalgia in
Romania. The case of Libertatea newspaper
The advertising industry was the first to take advantage of the nostalgic feelings of Romanians after the communist past in order to
successfully promote some products. These are mainly products that have
existed since the days of communism and became familiar with the Romanian public to such an extent that they became emblems or brands of this
period, such as the car brand Dacia, Napoca ice-cream, and Rom chocolate (Drașovean 2008: 88). Another example is the Pepsi Cola campaign of
2011-2012, undertaken under the slogan “Today, the same as yesterday”.
Carried out mainly by issuing central illustrative material in print or on various frequently used websites, the campaign message was that young
people today and those from communism share their ways of enjoying life
(through socialisation, fashion, holidays, romantic relation-ships), although
the means are different today. The only thing that has not changed over the
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years is the fact that Pepsi Cola is still part of the dream of youth (Ardelean
2001).
It is not only the advertising industry that has relied on the nostalgic
feelings of Romanians in order to promote products, but also the services
industry. Thus, in the Romanian capital, Bucharest, several clubs such as
El Dictator and The Spark (referring to the name of the official news-paper
of the Communist Party) distinguish themselves by trying to sell the food or
symbolically reproduce the atmosphere of the communist period (Sava
2010: 32).
The 20th anniversary of the fall of the Romanian communist regime
offered the media an opportunity to address Romanians’ nostalgic feelings.
Thus, in 2009, two of the most important quality newspapers in Romania,
Adevărul (Truth) and Jurnalul National (The National Journal), competed in
publishing in a series stories about the last year of Romanian communism.
Even if the articles published by the two newspapers did not convey a nostalgic message about the communist period, their choice certain topics (social policy, aspects of the daily life of ordinary people, their interpersonal
relations with the regime) and a treatment likely to cause comment and
controversy (by comparison between its communist and post-communist
period, the publication of personal testimonies of ordinary people or intellectuals) suggests that the marketing strategy of these publications focused
on eliciting feelings, more or less nostalgic about their recent communist
past. The experience of 2009 led the Adevărul to publish a series of material on the biography of Nicolae Ceauşescu and the events that led to the
revolution of 1989 in the following years (2010-2012).
The idea of publishing articles about the communist period was taken up by other publications, including the one that constitutes the subject of
this paper, Libertatea. During the last quarter of 2010, Libertatea devoted a
whole page of topics related to the lives of Romanians under communism
(fashion, music, leisure, Romanian products, television, etc.) entitled “Romani-
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ans in the Golden Age” (the Golden Age is a euphemism used by communist
propaganda to refer to the reign of Nicolae Ceauşescu).
Several pieces of information regarding the newspaper are necessary at this point because they shed light on both the type of readership
targeted by this publication and the quality and manner in which historical
data concerning the communist period were presented. Libertatea is a national tabloid with seven issues per week, and according to the Romanian
Bureau for Measuring the Circulation of Periodicals, it is among the top three
best-selling newspapers in Romania (in fact, during 2009-2010. It was only
surpassed by another tabloid, Click!, the highest-circulation Romanian
newspaper) (Tirajul ziarelor…2010).Unlike the similar initiatives of the aforementioned quality newspapers (Adevărul and Jurnalul Naţional), the articles
published by Libertatea under the heading “Romanians during the Golden
Age” approached various subjects, underlining the sensational, an approach
that was thought suitable for the newspaper’s editorial line and its target
audience. Moreover, as some of its readers noted on Libertatea’s website,
several articles contained inaccurate information, while in some cases the
photographic material did not illustrate the content of the written text correctly.
Although the stated intention of the newspaper was to provide an antidote to Romanians’ increasing nostalgic feelings towards communism
(Libertatea 20 September 2010), in fact the articles published by Libertatea
exploited this communist nostalgia, obviously for commercial and economic
purposes. Therefore, the newspaper was accompanied by CDs containing
a selection of some of the most popular songs during the communist period
and books which delighted now adults during their childhood, such as Fram,
the Polar Bear (such a popular character that it lent its name to a well-known
Romanian brand of refrigerators) or Everlasting Stories. In addition, Libertatea invited its online readers to take part in a game named The Food
Store during the period in which the newspaper was publishing its articles
about Romanian communism. The prizes of this game also had a post-
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communist nostalgic “flavour”: a trip for two people to Moscow and two
more trips to ex-communist European countries (Libertatea 5 November
2010).
As I have already mentioned, my paper will examine the image of
communism proposed by the Romanian newspaper Libertatea. Consequently, in my analysis I will consider both the articles published by this
publication and also readers’ commentaries on these topics, all of them
published on the newspaper’s website. These will be qualitatively analysed
according to two major themes: Romanians’ everyday life in communist
Romania and Nicolae Ceauşescu’s popular representations. The analytical
approach to these materials is meant to highlight both the contradictory
perceptions of part of the Romanian population of the communist past and
content of the readers’ rather nostalgic engagement with communism in
present-day Romania. Related to this, the great majority of those who
made online comments were adults, not very highly educated, who spent
their childhood and adolescence, often the happiest moments in any person’s existence, during communism and whose adult life was profoundly
marked by the economic and social turmoil that followed the end of Nicolae
Ceauşescu’s regime. In their favourable arguments they highlighted aspects that were regarded as positive social values, such as education,
common sense, work ethic, moral decency, social equality – all of which
are sidelined as outdated in post-communist Romanian society.
The first article that stirred an animated discussion between the online
readers of Libertatea was the one that announced the beginning of a series of
articles under the heading “Romanians during the Golden Age”. The article
starts with: “Do you miss the times when you did not have a mobile phone
and you played hopscotch in the park, the days in which Romanian Television had only a two-hour programme and the cinemas showed movies from
the former communist bloc? Then let yourself be seduced by nostalgia and
rediscover the magic of those old times” (Libertatea 20 September 2010).

9

The majority of the comments endorsed the nostalgic interpretation
proposed by the newspaper. For these readers, the political change that
took place on December 1989 symbolised a disadvantageous exchange
with history: they gained freedom and democracy, but at the price of losing
their social and especially economic security. Moreover, the images they
projected about contemporary Romanian society were very similar to those
concocted by the communist propaganda for the Western capitalist world.
For example, one reader mentioned that, while his mother was afraid that
he might make friends with boys who smoked cigarettes, he was afraid that
his own child might get drugs or have sex at an inappropriate age and concluded that “because we are living in a democracy” he did not have enough
financial resources to satisfy his child’s needs. Another comment praised
the communist effort to build schools, hospitals, roads, and spas for workers and mentioned that for all these achievements he had gladly accepted
all the material deprivations required. Now, although he did not enjoy a better living standard than before, he could not identify anything built by the
post-communist regimes. For other readers, the liberty won in December
1989 was a great disappointment. One of them equated liberty with social,
financial and personal insecurity: “we lost the liberty of raising our children
in peace, of sleeping peacefully with an open door at night, of having money to pay next month’s rent (…), of having a peaceful retirement, of buying
medicines, of walking down the street without fear”. The reader then concluded that the welfare brought by capitalism was now a happy memory.
Another reader mentioned that post-communist liberty brought some kind
of social and moral involution in Romanian society: “we gain the liberty of
writing, speaking, of knowing, the liberty of stuffing our children with fast
food and of making them addicted to PCs and the internet, the liberty to
travel to Spain for example not for luxury holidays but for working as black
people used to, not on cotton but on strawberry fields”. She concluded that
all these liberties did not transform the Romanians into better, wiser and
more humane people, and underlined that the isolation, the lack of infor-
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mation and knowledge during communism were more beneficial to individuals and to their social relations:
the most important element (of communism) was people’s ignorance, the
lack of knowledge, we were (…) more naïve and innocent during those
times….maybe it was better this way…too much knowledge does not bring
anything good….(…) ignorance is better in certain circumstances (Libertatea 20 September 2010).

A few readers rejected the nostalgic arguments mentioned above. For
them, communism meant endless queues for food, shortages and rationalisation of basic food products, long waiting lists for buying a TV or a refrigerator,
endless party or union meetings, and a two-hour TV programme dedicated
to “the beloved president”. One reader decried that communism destroyed
his youth, and added that the main achievement of post-communism was
liberty: “(…) at least we are free to hope and leave if we do not like something, not (obliged to) to swallow the whims of the party secretary or the
miserable demonstrations, the shouting of slogans (…)”. For another reader, a mother, the fall of communism meant not only the end of food
shortages but also freedom of speech and the recuperation of human dignity, which had been systematically abused by the communist regime. She
remembered that she had begun to cry when she heard that Nicolae
Ceauşescu had fled from the protestors on 22 December 1989. When her
son asked her why she was crying, she had answered him: “because you
will have bananas, my dear child (…)” and she continued:
Nobody says that things are super-good now, that we do not lack anything,
but we gained something that is above all: the right to shout our despair!
And we have also won something else: we won the pride to be human beings (Libertatea 20 September 2010).

10

Romanians’ everyday life under communism
The articles included in this section cover a large range of subjects
such as “made in Romania” products (cigarettes, Rom chocolate, Eugenia
biscuits, Napoca dairy products, the cosmetics produced by Farmec and
the most popular car in Romania nowadays and during the communist period, the Dacia), TV programmes and presenters, Romanian and foreign
cartoons, communist money, fashion, school uniforms, and childhood
games.
For most readers, the products made in communist Romania, some
of them still available in shops today, were associated with their childhood
and youth, and mainly, but not exclusively, because of this they were remembered as being tasty or the most delicious products ever tasted. For
example, one reader mentions that despite the fact he has tried different
ice creams every summer, none of them taste as good as his childhood ice
cream, while another remembers that the syrup (juice) sold in a glass, his
favourite refreshment during the summer, was so good that even the bees
and wasps swarmed around it. Not only the taste but also the quality of the
goods sold was also underlined by the readers, who believed they were
produced without any harmful additives or hormones (Barbu 2010a).
The articles published by Libertatea about television and TV presenters triggered a discussion that went beyond the proposed subject. For
most readers, despite its obvious political subordination, the television programme during the communist period involved only professional people
whose jobs were not limited to being just a pretty face on the screen. As
one reader noted: “Nowadays, only image matters, those who appears on
the screen have not the slightest knowledge about the news they present
(….)” and to illustrate his idea he gave the example of the girls chosen to
present the sports news, who, “if they do not have the teleprompter, do not
know what Manchester United is or who Real (Madrid)’s coach is”. Moreover, in comparison to their predecessors, those working in television
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nowadays lack not only the required professionalism for this kind of job but
also a decent professional look or, as one reader pointed out, it has become a routine to have TV presenters scantily dressed hired for presenting
“undressed news”. Libertatea readers unanimously agreed that the quality
of the news presented by Romanian television is indicative of their policy of
hiring only people who looked good on the screen. And again the sports
news comes into discussion. The majority of the comments observe that
the sports news amounts to a cheap rendition of professional sport and is
limited to football and the private life of football players. One reader points
out that he has seen the girlfriend of a particular football player on the
sports news more often than any other sportsman (Angelescu 2010).
The discussion over television in communism also revealed its negative side: the two-hour programme and the transformation of the television
into an instrument for promoting Ceauşescu’s cult of personality. Again,
though, most readers mentioned that this political subordination of the television and the lack of alternative sources of information was an easy price
to pay in comparison to the burden brought about by capitalism in Romania: large-scale poverty, unemployment, inflation, the destruction of the
national economy and the lack of any construction projects. One reader
commented that the current Romanian leaders “are not even able to paint
over what the communists built, they built schools, hospitals, kindergartens,
and research institutes which today’s blockheads have ruined or closed
down so as to turn us all into idiots”, and the only constructive achievement
of the Romanian government is 10 cm of railroad built in a year (Angelescu
2010).
Another article published by Libertatea was about Romanian communist money, and was illustrated with colourful pictures of coins and notes.
The opinions expressed on the newspaper website hinge on the comparison
between the value of the national currency and its influence on people’s
living standards before and after the fall of communism. A shared opinion
among the readers was that communist money looked better than that
11

available today: “it even looked like money”, in comparison with the present-day currency, which looks very much like “cinema tickets”. The disdiscussion about money was used as a pretext for a comparison between
the value of money before and after December 1989. The great majority of
readers agreed that communist money had greater value than today and
therefore, despite all kinds of deprivations imposed by the regime, they had
enough money and could buy food as well as bribe in order to get food,
they could afford new clothes, could take a holiday or even save some
money for rainy days. For most of them, queuing for food was an acceptable alternative to the current situation, when they did not have money to
even meet their basic needs (Grossu 2010).
The subject of fashion was an opportunity for analysing not only the
economic differences between the communist and post-communist period
but also the moral regression of society after the revolution of December
1989 which marked the end of the communist rule in Romania. Most readers admitted that during the communist period women’s elegant look, their
coquetry, and the refinement of their taste were evidence of both their relative material prosperity and the decency that comes from a proper
education. The liberty brought by the fall of Ceauşescu’s regime unsettled
the existing moral foundations of society. According to some readers, this
resulted in a public show of and appetence for vulgarity, superficiality and
bad taste, which came to influence women’s lifestyle and choice of clothes.
As one commentator put it, today’s women do not know what it means to
be elegant or sophisticated, as most of them choose to wear provocative,
sexy clothes that barely cover the essential parts of the body. Besides an
accessible price, good quality of fabric is also an argument in favour of the
clothes made during the communist period. One reader mentions that all
the clothes were made of natural fibres (wool, silk, cotton), unlike the ones
that can be found on the market now, “which not even the moths want to
eat because they are made of plastic” (Rob 2010a).
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The article about the compulsory wearing of uniforms triggered an
extensive discussion about what school was like before and after the fall of
Ceauşescu’s regime. For most readers, school during communism was a
respectful institution where all children regardless of social background
could get a proper education, or where they could attend a state university
for free. The comments from the newspaper website also underlined that
the uniform was an instrument both for erasing social differences among
schoolchildren and also for imposing strict discipline in Romanian schools.
Moreover, this discipline influenced not only students’ educational performance but also their relations with teachers or, as one reader put it: “Back
then students respected their teachers, addressed them politely and
learned what they ought to learn. And teachers came gladly to school and
gave free extra classes for all students” (Barbu 2010b). Some of the former
schoolchildren even seemed to remember with satisfaction the extracurricular activities such their participation in celebrations organised by the
local authorities or in so-called agricultural work. Against this background,
Libertatea readers decried the qualitative deterioration of the educational
process in post-communist Romania, the disappearance of school uniforms, which more than ever underlined the economic differences faced by
socially marginalised children whose parents could not afford to buy them
expensive clothes or cars or pay for fast food lunches, and also the economic difficulties that prevented children with scarce financial resources
from continuing their educational college-level formation (ibid.).
Children’s leisure time was the subject of two articles published by
Libertatea. One of them reminded parents the rules of their favourite childhood games, such as hopscotch, skipping rope, “ducks and hunters” and
“Red Rover”, so that they could also teach their offspring these games
(Oprea 2010).The other one mentioned the main animated cartoon characters that had populated the world of any Romanian child, such as Mihaela,
Miaunel and Bălănel, the little man Gopo, and also foreign cartoon charac-
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ters such the Polish Lolek and Bolek or the Disney classics Tom and Jerry
and Chip and Dale (Rob 2010 b).
For most readers, the simplicity and innocence of their childhood
contrasted greatly with the lives of their own children. While they usually
played hopscotch, skipping rope, football, tennis, or hide and seek outside
in the park or in front of their house and “were happy running out to play
with a chocolate bar in their hand”, their children spent most of their time
indoors in front of their PCs, making friends on Hi5 or other social networks
or playing with their PlayStations (Grossu 2010).And, as one reader put it,
this non-active lifestyle also influenced the general state of health of the
younger generations: “Nobody stuffed us with vitamins and we did not get
sick as often (as children do nowadays). We were not obese, we gladly
participated in sports classes (…) we worked in the field, went to the park
or elsewhere to play (…)”. Romanian and foreign animated cartoons under
communism also coloured children’s lives. In fact, the 10-minute episode of
animated cartoons was the main TV attraction for children, and it even interrupted any of their games: “When a parent opened the window and
shouted: ‘caar-toons!!!’, in a few seconds there was no child on the street”.
Moreover, the cartoons were also a part of the nostalgic remembrance of
family routine during the communist period. One reader recalls that his play
day usually ended when his mother called him at 7.20 pm to see the new
Mihaela adventures. After that “I did my homework while my father watched
the news and my mother was occupied with something in the kitchen”. The
readers pointed out that, in comparison to the cartoons shown on TV before December 1989, today’s cartoons are full of violence and only succeed
“in stultifying children instead of amusing them”(Rob 2010 b).

Representations of Nicolae Ceauşescu
An analysis of the image of Romanian communism would not be
complete without an investigation of the popular perception of Nicolae
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Ceauşescu’s role as party and state leader until the final demise of his regime in December 1989. For those who chose to express their opinions on
the Libertatea website, Nicolae Ceauşescu was “the greatest patriot of all
times, “the truest leader”, “the best leader of Romania”. These superlatives
identified in Ceauşescu the main source of what was good during the
communist period: industrialised-style modernisation, the building of infrastructure, and a relative material well-being and social equality for all
citizens. For one reader,
2

Ceauşescu was the greatest patriot, along with Gheorghiu-Dej (…). Under
their leadership Romania, a mainly agrarian country, developed its industry
and agriculture, and built railways, roads, viaducts and bridges. During
Ceauşescu’s time, heavy industry, the machine-building industry, and the
extractive and metallurgical industries were developed (…) (Pacearca 2010)

The prosperity enjoyed by the great majority of the population especially
during the first period of Ceauşescu’s leadership was also mentioned by
Libertatea readers:
the children had opportunities to attend schools and we lived well. (…) If
they finished school, they got a job, now they are unemployed. If they got
married, they were assigned an apartment; (now) if their mother or father
have a house, that’s fine for the children, if not they have to rent. No thanks,
we don’t want such democracy and savage capitalism. (Grossu 2010)

As pointed out in one of the comments, “Nobody would have been nostalgic for Ceauşescu….if everything had been OK. But it started badly and
now it is even worse…worse than ever” (ibid.).The readers’ positive image
about the former Romanian communist leader remained untouched even
when the newspaper published an article about Ceauşescu’s destruction of
several historical monuments (churches) in order to build the Civic Centre
in Bucharest. Although the induced conclusion of the articles was that
2

Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej was the first Romanian communist leader.
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“Ceauşescu had no God (…)” that he was “a convinced atheist”, the comments preferred to find arguments in favour of his actions. He destroyed
and in some cases moved churches in order to systematise the Romanian
capital and build large boulevards and tower blocks (“if Ceauşescu had not
built blocks and moved churches where would the many hundreds of families have lived? Would the priests have allowed them to live in the
churches?”). His regime also financed the building, consolidation and restoration of Orthodox, Baptist, Pentecostal places of worship, and
Ceauşescu’s decree on banning abortion as part of his pronatalist policy
supported his Christian credentials (Neagu 2010). Other articles published
by Libertatea presented Ceauşescu’s parental house (Alexandru 2010),
valued his initiative of promoting mass sporting activities under the banner
of Daciada and presented a side of Nicolae Ceauşescu, the man, that rings
a bell for the majority of the Romanian male population: Ceauşescu as a
fan and supporter of Romanian football in general and of the major football
team, Steaua, in particular (Iana 2010). A number of Libertatea readers expressed their personal opinions concerning Ceauşescu’s violent removal
from power and possible explanations for such a political development.
These points of view converged into presenting the former communist
leader as being a victim of a national/internal conspiracy and easy prey for
his closer collaborators. Nicolae Ceauşescu became the victim of a conspiracy organised by an alliance between second-echelon party leaders
with employees of the former Romanian secret police, Securitatea. These
characters were held responsible for enriching themselves from the destruction and privatisation of the national economy, and, while Ceauşescu ended
up killed after trial by a kangaroo court, they continued to live a privileged existence as members of the new political class. Echoing the official
motivation for paying the country’s foreign debt during the 1980s, that of
preserving the political independence of the Romanian state, one reader
mentioned that Ceauşescu’s fall was the result of his refusal to subordinate
the country to the international financial world represented by the World
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Bank and International Monetary Fund, whose main purpose was to allegedly establish a new world dictatorship based on its financial power (Rob
2010c). Equally interesting are the viewpoints that assigned to Ceauşescu
the role of an innocent victim. He was said to have been manipulated by
his evil wife, Elena Ceauşescu, whose political ambitions prevented a welcomed power transfer to Nicu, the younger son of the presidential couple.
This change of leadership, it was argued, would have transformed Romania into “a second China in Eastern Europe” (Alexandru 2010). Moreover,
Ceauşescu’s bad decisions were not only due to the negative influence of
his wife, but also to his closer collaborators, who tricked him into signing
documents he did not mean to sign: “Ceauşescu did not know what had
happened, he approved laws by signing them without knowing their content” (Roman 2010).

Conclusions
Although anti-nostalgic points of view are not entirely absent, the
overall image of Romanian communism proposed by Libertatea and its
readers is very much a nostalgic one. This nostalgic approach to the communist past is the result of the economic and social evolutions brought by
the post-communist transition and also of the “memory industry”. This not only
consciously takes advantages of the Romanians’ nostalgic feelings for promoting its media products or services but also offers arguments for a selective
memory of the communist past. The nostalgic feelings of Libertatea’s readers
are based on a clear contrast between a retroactive positive image of the
communist past and a gloomy and inferior present time. This retroactive
image of the communist period considers only its positive social values
such as education, common sense, work ethic, moral decency, and social
and economic equality – all of which are sidelined as outdated in the postcommunist Romanian society. In this respect, the nostalgic perspective on
the communist past cannot be interpreted as a questionable attachment to
14

the democratic political model and values as it considers only the negative
consequences of implementing the market economy model. Even though
most of Libertatea’s readers mistakenly associate the economic difficulties
and moral involution of the Romanian society with democratic rule, by expressing their points of view on the website of this publication they
unconsciously acknowledge and, most importantly, make use of the freedoms given to them by the Romanian democratic regime.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of my article is to present a few similarities of construction of the
communist past in the new cinema from East and Central Europe. These are: use
of a nostalgic way of presenting the past, constructing the figures of overcoming
traumatic experience, and reference to the communist past symbolically present in
the form of a traumatic historical event. I will present the heroes of transformation,
popular motifs and way of transforming meaning and symbols crucial for the postcommunist and modern European identity, based on selected film titles including
the Czech film Identity Card, the German Good Bye, Lenin! and Sun Alley, and the
Polish films Beats of Freedom and All That I Love. The methodology I find useful is
concepts of memory, the memory which reconstructs the past and at the same
time deals with the present and the future, history and film relations and the concept of cultural trauma.
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communism, film, memories, GDR, Czechoslovakia, Poland

After the so-called pictorial turn or visual turn in academic discussion of modern culture, a more and more dominant role of the media in the
contemporary culture became obvious and, consequently, no one seems to
doubt the media’s role in creating historical and political narratives in society. Historical cinema, or, more precisely, cinema related to the past, takes
part in understanding of the past, formulates it (Rosenstone 1995), helps to
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shape its image, offers visual tools and basic frames both for visions of history of community and that of personal experience. It is worth underlining
that perception of the past is now largely visual. It has at least two consequences: one is that visual representations of experience can be understood through visual codes, and the other is that visual representations of
the past can cross boundaries in the form of similar iconic images or patterns of showing, and can finally broadly inspire the individual imagination 1.
According to Jan Assmann (2008), texts of culture can be seen as
storage of images for cultural memory, and “cultural memory transforms
history into myth, remembered history” (Assmann 2008: 68). In this context,
history can also be seen as the consequence of the work of memory, another function of it or transition, based partially on documents, and partially
on the experience of the witness. Both history and memory are constructed
in a deep and complex relationship to the present. As Jeannette Rodriquez
and Ted Fortier (2007: 12) write in their Cultural Memory. Resistance, Faith
and Identity:
The power of cultural memory rests in the conscious decision to choose particular memories, and to give those memories precedence in communal
remembrance. Cultural memory, like myth, has a historical basis, and, like
myth, it can be transformative.

I think that cinema has a special role in this type of creating and
supporting mythological images of the past, founded on the basis of cultural memory. On the other hand, structures and narratives which are offered
by filmmakers can be seen, according to Assmann (2008), as symbolic
points, stories used in the process of creating commemoration of the important events that become the basis for present national identity and
myths. Cinema takes part in the process of communication within society

1

See anthology edited by Bartosz Korzeniewski (2007) (as well as his introduction to the
book).
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and in forming identity; however, the relationship between cinema, memory
and history can be seen as not pure enough.
What most interests me here is not searching for exceptions, but
tracing similarities and common images within the telling of the communist
past in European cinema. I will try to present what type of common stories
are created, and how they can be perceived as a common place for the
Central European modern imaginary of the communist past 2 – in spite of
the differences between systems.

Transformation and cinema
The consequence of the transformations of 1989 in Central European cinema are, in simpler terms, twofold. One big change is related to the
economic transformation within the national cinematography; new ways of
filming and new ways of financing of the cultural sphere have changed the
cinematic landscape in almost every former country of the so-called Eastern Bloc. A new generation of film directors and a more commercial
orientation has not, however, caused historically and politically oriented
filmmaking to be abandoned. On the contrary, revision of the national history – including communist past – has become a popular theme, and is
represented in all three countries I have chosen for the purpose of this text:
Poland, the Czech Republic and Germany.
What is more, history-oriented cinema from these countries has also gained broad popularity abroad, especially after their Oscar success (for
example, in the German case Nowhere in Africa, dir. Caroline Link, 2002;
The Lives of Others, dir. Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck, 2006; and
from the Czech Republic Kolya, dir. Jan Svěrák, 1996).

Another aspect of transformation since 1989 is that cinema has become the medium through which reflections on post-communist reality can
be presented. Christina Stojanova (2005), writing about young and new
cinema from Central and Eastern Europe, defines this reality as the one
arising against a background of the complex experience of post-communist
transitions in a general sense – the feeling of transition in a direction
"where nothing matters and opportunism runs supreme" (Stojanova 2005:
214). The cinema of Central Europe, although sometimes truly ironical and
even comic, is marked deeply by the existential questions floating under
the surface of a banal story. It describes the experience of fragmented life,
ambiguous moral choices, and constant confronting the old way of life with
the new one.
The experience of political transformation in Central European cinema would not be complete without a focus on the term “communism”.
Bearing in mind the analysis of usage of the terms “communism” and “socialism” conducted by Andrew Roberts (2004: 366)3, I prefer the usage of
one common term, “communism”, when describing the image of the past
before 1989 presented by the contemporary cinema of Central Europe.
This common expression leads me to present a few similar and strong motifs in discussing the communist past within Central European cinema.

Cultural trauma
Cultural trauma theories appear as a strong point of reference for
the cinematic constructions of the past – connected with memory and identity – and open the door to a symbolic transition of tough experiences. The
3

2

Some of the thesis from this article (those related to German cinema) I explore further in
my book Spektakl-granica-ekran. Mur berliński w filmie niemieckim (which will be published in 2014 in ATUT Publishing house in series: Niemcy-Media-Kultura).
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Roberts writes: “My recommendation is that scholars of formerly communist countries
refrain from referring to them as socialist or state socialist. Such usage stretches the concept of socialism too thin, turns communism into an empty category […]. Because these
countries [of the former Soviet bloc – MB] share a number of unique characteristics, I believe they should carry a unique label. Communism appears to be the best candidate for
this label.” (Roberts 2004: 366).
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term “cultural trauma”, which has psychiatric and medical roots, has lately
been used successfully for analysis of the collective memory narratives, 4
historic wounds and social experience related to change. Following Piotr
Sztompka’s reflection on trauma (2000, 2004), for example the revolutionary year 1989 can be treated as a special kind of traumatic event. Firstly,
the rapid unexpected change of 1989 can be understood as traumatic itself, both painful and victorious.
I would argue that we can observe in films after 1989 various cinematic representations of traumatic experience; especially in those films
commemorating both change itself and painful past. The Czech film Walking too Fast (Pouta, 2009), directed by Radim Špaček, presents the
Czechoslovakia of the 1980s as a world full of dishonourable people. Here
no one is safe or morally clean. The film space seems to be inhuman, a kind
of a vast land. At the very centre of the film (there is a similar situation in
The Lives of Others) is the relationship between the main characters of the
film: a secret police (StB) officer and a dissident writer. But the film is more
the story about the psychological destruction of the officer’s self, as he
gradually become insane. In another Czech film entitled Identity Card
(Občanský průkaz, 2010), by Ondřej Trojan, the parent of the main protagonist suffers a kind of shock, cannot speak, and does not react.
Sickness, depression, partial amnesia are symptoms of painful experience in many movies related to the communist past, for example in the
German television film Es ist nicht vorbei (Nothing is Forgotten, dir. Franziska Meletzky 2011), where the female protagonist is haunted by the past,
even many years after her traumatic stay in a GDR prison. Good bye, Lenin! by Wolfgang Becker (2003) and No Place to Go by Oskar Roehler (Die
Unberührbare, 2000) deal with the collapse of the German Democratic Republic and the political changes of 1989 with a particular emphasis on
sickness and death. In both films the main characters suffer trauma; the

end of the GDR became for them both the end of their private world and,
somehow, the end of life.
Some films offer the audience scenes inspired by the logic of a dream,
unusual, unconventional camera perspectives, series of flashbacks – all to
create a subjective, personal image of the experience of loss and pain. The
bleak movie The Dark House (Dom zły, 2009), directed by the highly acclaimed Polish film director Wojciech Smarzowski, deals partially with the
time of martial law in Poland5 and shows the time of the communist regime
as a grotesque nightmare. Oskar Roehler shot a wonderfully painful drama
of destruction of one’s personality and destruction of political system by
limitation to only black and white, sterile colours. Formal experiments
helped to evoke strong emotions and suffering.
Reconstruction of the communist past through film seems to be one
of the strategies which help to overcome trauma, and can be understand
as symbolic, innovative work of cultural memory, coping with traumatic experience, both the fundamental changes of 1989 and the trauma of the
communist era.

Youth is dealing with the past and present
Is it possible to identify a common basis to diverse films, such as the
nostalgic visions of Good bye, Lenin! by Wolfgang Becker, Sun Alley (Sonnenallee, 1999) by Leander Haußmann and Jacek Borcuch's All That I Love
(Wszystko, co kocham, 2009), as well as cleansing films like The Lives of
Others by Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck or Pupendo by Jan Hřebejk
(2003)? I think that answer could be yes.
I suppose that we should focus on the parallel structure of film protagonists and gain a glimpse into the relation between them. They are often

5

4

See, for example, Kaplan (2005), Guerin, Hallas, (2007).
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This refers to the period of time from 13.12.1981 to 1983, when the government of the
People's Republic of Poland drastically restricted normal life. Many opposition activists
were interned, and some people were killed.
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portrayed with their circle of friends, they are dealing with reality, must
choose and their lives become the metaphor of a person dealing with the
system – in a way that is demanded by the present and needed now. So,
they are protagonists who are dealing with loss.
Another common way in which film characters are constructed is
that many of them are young people (very often – young boys). They usually listen to music from the West (or even perform it themselves), falling in
love for the first time and confronting with reality. Within the film plot, the
communist era is a time of growing up, the films are stories of experience,
and the main character – usually the narrator of the movie – experiences
his first disappointments and happiness, as well the oppressive hand of the
communist state. Youth seems to be the dominant motif in the cinema related to the communist past. This situation is described in the Czech film
Identity Card by Ondřej Trojan6 based on a script by Petr Jarchovský (Jan
Hřebejk’s fellow screenwriter), and the structure of this film is very similar to
that in the German Sun Alley (1999) by Leander Haußmann.
At the beginning, the narrator of the Czech film, the youngster Petr,
is portrayed against a background of his circle of friends and his life during
the 1970s in Czechoslovakia through a series of everyday life scenes (it is
worth underlining the episodic construction of the film here). The film begins with the state ceremony of receiving identity cards, an event which is
contested by Petr and his friends. This is partially an act of teenage insubordination, and partially politically conscious, but for the audience the
symbolic message is clear enough.
The youngsters’ world is contrasted with that of their parents. The
parents are constantly afraid, maintaining a conformist style of life, while
the younger generation try to live against the oppressive system. The world
of Czechoslovakia is thus divided7; the public sphere and private sphere
are not connected, and the institutional rigours and period of normalisation
6
7

The film isinspired by Petr Šabach’s prose.
We can find the same meaning in Pupendo; based again on Petr Šabach’s works.
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in the country are portrayed through the oppressive institutions of school
and army and through official ceremonies. However, the young people are
strong enough to overcome. A similar message can be read from the popular Polish film All That I Love (2009) and the German film Never Mind the
Wall (Wie Feuer und Flamme, directed by Connie Walther, 2001). Central
to the German film is a girl from the West who falls in love with a boy, a punk
from the GDR. The story begins in the year of the fall of the Berlin Wall and
goes back to the 1980s in a retrospective way. But the idea is mainly the
same, with the additional melodrama convention distinctive of German
films about the Wall. A story about friendship, love and responsibility in the
contexts of history and politics is also fundamental for the Polish drama All
That I Love.
A crucial moment in history is a step to adulthood and the time of
communism is the time of growing up; the world of the children and young
people becomes more and more isolated from the world of adults. The final
scene of Identity Card describes Petr and his friends as happy, playing
rock music. Young people seem to be perfect film heroes of the transformation process, remembering their traumatic experiences, but telling the
story from the present point of view. Youngsters can adapt fast, overcome
the past and start from the beginning, always getting a second chance. In
this sense, the year 1989 was a year of gaining maturity, crossing the line
between childhood and adulthood. Music and youth is not the only important factor in the Czech film related to the communist period. The final
scene of Sun Alley also describes the film’s protagonist Michael with
friends listening to music, singing and crossing the wall between GDR and
West Berlin, with a crowd of fellow citizens, who are dancing.

Drums of war, tunes of hope
Music and youth are the central theme of the Polish documentary
film Beats of Freedom (Zew wolności, dir. Wojciech Słota, Leszek Gnoiński
2009). The film’s narrator, Chris Salewicz, a music journalist of Polish de-
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scent, in a way goes back to the past, as he travels from contemporary
London to Poland and metaphorically back to the Polish music scene of the
late 1980s.
Thanks to combining archive footage and interviews, the film’s
makers tell the story, to put it briefly – of how Polish rock and punk rock
music rebelled and set a fire against communist regime. The thesis of the
film is in fact a bit risky and the documentary is quite selective. An interesting factor is the constant tension between the East and West. 8 The
filmmakers try to present how music and inspiration from the West is absorbed by the community in the East, is transformed and slowly evolves
into a symbolic message, which eventually changes due to the different political situation. Music and politics seem to be in constant contact. The
music idols from the West – and generally speaking Western culture – play
a symbolic role, a sign of the future and kind of manifestation of independence.
A similar situation can be seen in the German documentary Here
we Come by Nico Raschick (2006), which covers the breakdancing subculture in the German Democratic Republic, one highly influenced by
American hip-hop.9 Another documentary, Ost Punk! Too Much Future
(2006) by Carsten Fiebeler and Michael Boehlke, presents the story of the
interesting evolution of punk rock in East Germany.
Freedom in Beats of Freedom is seen as a value which bursts from
cultural sources – from music, poetry, art and its symbolic meanings. And
what is more, this film presents the thesis that after the introduction of martial law and the emergence of the Solidarity movement in Poland, the state
police were too busy to be interested in music and the state simply lost its control in this sphere of people’s activity. “What could be observed in the 1960s in
the West was repeated in the 1980s in the East,” says one of the film’s pro-

tagonists. After 1981 music, and rock singers, became a kind of a guide for
young people, for the whole generation.
Both the Polish and the German documentary, however, offer a similar
perspective in which the time of communism is in fact the time of being together. And the main character in these films is the collective entity itself –
and the generation of youngsters. After 1989 there is a change. “There
simply wasn’t any more room for coming together,” is the verdict in the
German documentary. So, according to the films after 1989, with the fall of
the communist system we have also experienced the end of some type of
community… Is this not a nostalgic statement?

Nostalgia for the past
It is worth mentioning that people who remember the time of their
youth (or childhood) are present not only in the cinema but also in literature
after 1989/90 (as examples we can mention books by Jana Hensel, Claudia Rusch, Thomas Brussig, Aneta Górnicka-Boratyńska, or various comic
books by Marzena Sowa or Peter Sís). The same is true for films – remembering can be observed in cinema on various levels from the aesthetic
to that of story. In her article entitled “Cinema/memory/history”, 10 Susannah
Radstone (2008) focuses on a special type of film narration which combines history of the cinema and personal, biographical story (as we can
observe in films like Cinema Paradiso by Giuseppe Tornatore and Long
Day Closes by Terence Davies). What is more, this type of film narration
mixes tendencies to explore the past as the world of remembered childhood, teenage years with nostalgic view (nostalgic is a postmodern type of
cinema, well known thanks to titles such as The Last Picture Show (1971)
by Peter Bogdanovich and Chinatown by Roman Polański, 1974).

8

In the case of music and Germany, see the interesting study Poiger 2000.
This kind of inspirations from American culture (music, cinema and fashion) within countries behind the Iron Curtain could be an attractive subject for research in general.
9
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Article originally published inScreen, 1995/1, p. 34-47. Quoted from the translated text:
Susannah Radstone (2008).
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I think that it is worth pointing out that the narration in films like
Good Bye, Lenin! is slightly mosaic, as it sometimes reflects literally a work
of memory (additionally, for example the filmmakers of Good Bye, Lenin!
used home movies, 8mm camera films, amateur-like film footage). There is
also use of off-screen narration, which is consistent with the convention of
the memoir movie.
Nostalgic images of the communist past are one of the clearest
symptoms of traumatic experience and at the same time have become the
popular cinematic formula. Nostalgic convention is often seen in the films of
Jan Hřebejk, who mixes his individual style and convention. Nostalgia is
also seen in All That I Love (especially in presenting everyday family life
and emotions) and in Good Bye, Lenin! Other recent comedies set during
communism, such as the German film Beloved Berlin Wall (Liebe Mauer,
2009) by Peter Timm or the Polish How Much Does the Trojan Horse
Weigh? directed by Juliusz Machulski (Ile waży koń trojański, 2008) are
also good examples of the vitality of that nostalgic convention, focusing on
everyday life, individual perspective and feelings.
Films from Central Europe seem to follow a firmly nostalgic path,
telling the stories of the time of communism as lost boyhood (extending the
Susannah Radstone’s aforementioned gender interpretation). This interpretation is interesting in the context of Good Bye Lenin! The film’s narrator,
Alex, is a young man the East Germany. At the centre of the film is Alex’s
relationship with his mother. We get to know the whole family in the late
1970s. Everyday life is generally seen as family life with the deep relationship with the mother. To cut a long story short, the film focuses on how, after
the Berlin Wall comes down, the boy tries to protect his sick mother from the
shock she could experience upon hearing of the GDR’s collapse. To do this,
he builds a kind of living museum of the GDR at their home. His activity
could be seen as obvious, natural for boy who is afraid of maturity and tries
to stay in the past, in GDR land, the very special land of childhood he creates for himself and his mother, a world of phantasm. It is impossible
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however, for the boy to stay with the mother; the boy has to become a man
and find another object.
Writing about East Germany’s image in Good Bye, Lenin!, HansChristian Trepte insists (2008: 81) that Becker’s film is “GDR to hug”. But
from a traumatic perspective the rather pleasant images of communism in
the GDR are not constructed without reason. It is a kind of symptom of neurotic, wounded identity, and maybe even broadly speaking, German identity,
founded on the trauma of the end of the war. In the Polish film All That I Love
the main protagonist, Janek, experiences the communist period through his
family life, a love affair and the rebellious music he performs. At the end of
the film, he is more like a cowboy film hero, alone, turning his back on politics and the rotten world, and following his own path. He is concerned with
his own private experience of loss. The makers of All That I Love underline
the personal experience of the communist times, a nostalgic view of everyday life; the political system and history are viewed through individual loss
and pain, as in mourning.
This is how the communist past is remembered here in the cinematic
context; the representations of personal memories and socially created
memories of the communist era meet and join, along with the strategies of
overcoming and taming the trauma with the unhealed symptoms of it.

Historical events and the cinematic common memories
In the Polish documentary Beats of Freedom, a crucial date and turning point is paradoxically not 1989, but 1981 (the introduction of martial law
in Poland). An attempt to indicate important events from the past, which are
crucial from both the memory and traumatic perspective, would be interesting in the cinematic context. So we have: the year 1989 (fall of the Berlin
Wall, and after that the process of unification of Germany), the year 1981
(Poland), and the year 1968 and the 1980s (the end of the Prague Spring,
end of the reforms brought to an end by the invasion in Czechoslovakia and
the time of so-called normalisation). These are turning points on the map of
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memory, symbolic points for inspiration and controversy, and we can observe them in particular cinematic productions. These historical events
somehow organise the structure of films, giving the past a particular dimension.
The 1989/1990 period is a crucial point for many German films mentioned above: Sun Alley, Good Bye, Lenin! and Never Mind the Wall. 1989 is
also a symbolic date of trauma and the beginning of the process of healing
the previous wounds and building a new identity. 1968 and the time before
the end of the Prague Spring is used as the background for Cosy Dens
(Pelišky, 1999) by Jan Hřebejk. The time of the military invasion is the point
of reference in Identity Card and Kolya. Cosy Dens is a film story narrated by
the teenager Michal, and starts in winter 1967; the next year, 1968, is the
symbolic end of childhood and the end of innocence in Czechoslovakia. The
year 1981 and the Solidarity movement, as well as the Polish seaside, is the
background for the nostalgic All That I Love for the story of growing up.
The films discussed here are only a few examples within the small
collection of themes that I considered as common, similar. The proposed
identification of several patterns of telling about the communist past and the
change of 1989 is an attempt to see a common experience of Central Europe.
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ABSTRACT
This study analyses the transformations that were made to a children’s text due to
changes in social frameworks. The survey compares two editions (one from 1980,
the other from 2006) of the famous Ukrainian book for young people, the trilogy
Toreadors from Vasiukivka by Vsevolod Nestaiko (born 1930). A comparative
analysis of the two versions of the same book reviews which realities of the Soviet
times were replaced with Ukrainian counterparts. Although there were no major
transformations made to the plot, the cultural perspective of the book changed a
lot, turning or even returning to the historical Ukrainian and religious values. Edits
appeared at such levels of the novel as language and style, history, geography,
and attitudes towards religion. Altogether these minor changes create a new cultural framework for the reader living in independent Ukraine.

KEY-WORDS
Soviet children’s literature, Ukrainian children’s literature, ideology, postSoviet transformations

The connections between children’s literature and ideology have recently been discussed in a number of studies (Stephens 1992; Sarland
1999, 2004; Bradford et al. 2008). It is still disputable whether fiction for
children should be treated separately from social discourse; however,
many researchers admit that a connection between ideology and books for
youth is inescapable. For instance, Charles Sarland (2004: 57) states that
“all writing is ideological since all writing either assumes values even when
not overtly espousing them, or is produced and also read within a social
25

and cultural framework which is itself inevitably suffused with values”. Children’s literature and ideology show a twofold connection: on the one hand,
the social context to some extent determines a book’s content. On the other hand, texts for young people are supposed to be partly responsible for
the process of socialisation through the transmission of socially approved
values and practices to the next generation.
The connection between a political framework and books for youth
was especially intensive in the Soviet Union. The set of values which appeared in the literature of this age group was strictly controlled in order to
avoid publishing “ideologically incorrect” books. It is natural that after the
Soviet Union collapsed, its ideological frameworks became irrelevant for
the newly arisen states. Having gained its independence, Ukraine required
new ideological frameworks; however, at first there was hardly any unified
agreement about what one should believe or trust under the new political
circumstances. Politicians, historians, and artists proposed different social
and cultural perspectives for Ukrainians. The change of the Ukrainian political paradigm led to transformations in every single aspect of culture,
including literature. While “adults’” books often reflected the experience of
being a post-Soviet human, children’s authors faced another challenge.
Due to the specific needs of its reader, this kind of literature more than any
other demands defined frameworks and moral guidelines. Children’s texts
are said to be “a field of cultural production highly responsive to social change
and to global politics, and crucially implicated in shaping the values of children
and young people” (Bradford et al. 2008: 2). Therefore, children’s books published in independent Ukraine can be analysed as a reflection of post-Soviet
social changes.
Four main groups of children’s literature are published in postSoviet Ukraine. The first group contains fairy tales and Ukrainian classics
(among others Ivan Franko, Lesia Ukrainka, Olena Pchilka). In the second
group are literary works written in the Soviet Union (for instance Mykola
Trublaini, Yuri Zbanatsky, Yuri Smolych). The third group represents writ-
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ers of independent Ukraine (like Volodymyr Rutkivsky, Tetiana Shcherbachenko, Zirka Menzatiuk). Translations of foreign literature for children form
the fourth group.
The trilogy Toreadors from Vasiukivka, written by Vsevolod Nestaiko in
the late 1960s, was extremely popular in Ukraine, and in the Soviet Union in
general. The trilogy was republished more than ten times and was translated
into almost twenty languages. In 1983, Raduga Moscow Publishing House
issued an English translation of this story entitled Two Toreadors from Vasukovka Village (translated by Fainna Glagoleva).
Although the primary target audience of the book is children of 10-14
years old regardless of gender, in fact, many adults read or reread Toreadors
with great pleasure. The book has a fascinating plot, sparkling with bright humour acceptable for different generations. It describes the adventures of two
boys in and around their village somewhere near the river Dnieper, as well as
their stay in Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine.
All three parts of the book were published together for the first time in
1973. In 2004, the A-BA-BA-HA-LA-MA-HA Publishing House presented a
new edition of this trilogy, prepared by its author Nestaiko, in cooperation with
Ivan Malkovych, also a prominent Ukrainian publisher and writer. The cover
announced new episodes in the story, but it said nothing about the removal of
some old ones. This edition has a preface written by Nestaiko, who explains
the reasons for editing: “I decided to prepare a new author’s edition of Toreadors from Vasiukivka, reducing a number of some inevitable ideological
elements from the previous epoch. Those elements are incomprehensible for
a contemporary reader and they will be even less clear for a future reader”
(Nestaiko 2006: 4). This short preface provides a possibility to investigate what
particular elements of this book for children were identified by the contemporary editors as ideological. A comparative study of two editions of the same
text (the first edition presented by the book of 1980, and the new edition quoted from the book of 2006) also demonstrates the extent to which a children’s
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literary work depends on social conditions, as well as the text levels which are
influenced by the society’s ideological framework.

Grammar and Lexis
Grammar and lexis were two of the levels at which transformations occurred if we compared the Soviet and post-Soviet editions of Toreadors from
Vasiukivka by Nestaiko. First, the genuinely Ukrainian letter “ ґ ” (“ge with upturn”) appears in the new edition. The Ukrainian and Russian languages use
very similar alphabets, except for several letters. The Soviet Union enforced
the Russification policy aimed at approximating Ukrainians (and other nationalities) to Russian culture. In conformity with that policy, an orthographical
reform of the Ukrainian language was announced in 1933. In particular, it required the use of the letter “ г ” (sound [h]) instead of “ ґ ” (sound [g]). Although
tiny may it seem, along with other changes, such an amendment pushed
Ukrainian closer to Russian, thus diminishing the differences between these
two languages (see Masenko, 2011, for more information about the Russification policy in the Soviet times).
The first step in overcoming the results of the Russification policy was
made in 1989-1990, when the new rules of Ukrainian orthography were published. These rules reestablished some language norms that were abandoned
by the orthographical reform of 1933. Among other changes, linguists restored
the letter “ ґ ” in Ukrainian dictionaries and the practical use of the language.
Such a linguistic activity cohered with the intention of Ukrainians to use their
native language: the amount of the Ukrainian-speaking population increased
from 64.67% in 1989 to 67.53 % in 2001 (Sklyar 2011). Taking into account
the above-mentioned historical facts, the absence of the Ukrainian letter “ґ”
from the first edition of Nestaiko’s book is natural, as well as its re-appearance
in the new edition (for instance, the village priest’s name “Гога” became
“Ґоґа”).
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The lexical level of the trilogy was also changed by reducing the
number of words originating from Russian. Although the book was written
in Ukrainian, the main characters often used Russian words, phrases, and
songs in the first edition. Their speech is also full of so-called суржик
(Surzhyk)  a peculiar and painful phenomenon of contaminating interference between the Russian and Ukrainian languages. Surzhyk can be
described as an illusory folklore combination of elements of the Ukrainian and
Russian languages in violation of the language norms. The words of Surzhyk
are, in fact, neither Ukrainian nor Russian; they are mostly used in oral communication instead of grammatically correct language. Surzhyk is mainly used
by people who do not know or who ignore the correct forms of Ukrainian. Such
a vocabulary mixture appeared as a result of using Russian as the official language within the Russian empire. Historically, Surzhyk dates back to the 18th19th centuries as a sociolect of some groups of Ukrainians, yet it was in Soviet
Ukraine that Surzhyk became broadly used as a result of intensification of the
policy of Russification (Masenko 2011). As a result, the norms of Ukrainian
language became indistinct.
In general, the characters in the 1st edition of the Toreadors from Vasiukivka used incorrect word forms: “старик, нащьот, грузовик, вірьовки” [to
compare: the Russian words “старик” (old man), “насчет” (about), “грузовик”
(van), “верёвки” (ropes)], whereas the new edition replaced such words with
Ukrainian-correct counterparts: “старий, щодо, вантажівка, мотузки.”
In the 1980 edition, the Russian language appeared not only in
Surzhyk form, but also as parts of the Ukrainian text, namely in titles, songs,
and phrases. In the 2006 edition, all those elements are either translated into
Ukrainian or changed. For example, if some names of the characters appear
as Russian or Surzhyk-like forms in the 1980 edition: “Стьопа, Альоша, Ваня,
Гаврилов,” the same book published in 2006 transforms them into the Ukrainian-correct “Степан, Олексій, Ванько, Гаврилюк”.
The lexical level of the book was also changed by reducing the amount
of the Soviet terminology, such as “комсомолець, товариш, колгосп”
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(“komsomolets,” “comrade,” “collective farm”). In the new edition, there are
no mention of the Komsomol (The Communist Youth League) or Kolhosps
(collective farms). Such a change coheres with the current word use. As long
as Komsomol and Kolhosps do not exist in contemporary Ukraine, there is no
need for using these words.
An interesting transformation happened with the word “товариш”
(comrade) in the newer edition. The word comrade was used for addressing
anybody in the Soviet Union, following the formula: “Comrade +a person’s
surname” (for instance, “кореспондент газети товариш Курочка / correspondent of the newspaper comrade Kurochka”). However, people stopped
using this expression after the Soviet Union collapsed. In the new edition, the
word comrade is used only for addressing military personnel – “товариш
міліціонер” (“comrade policeman”), “товариш лейтенант” (“comrade lieutenant”).
The lexis and grammar of the 2006 edition point to an explicit intention
on the part of the editors to be closer to standard or literary Ukrainian language. The new text reduces the amount of incorrect word use. Moreover, the
Ukrainian language in the new edition is used through the whole book, while
the Soviet version contained Russian phrases and songs.

Us and Strangers
Along with the transformation of the global geopolitical framework,
the limits of the substantial dichotomy us/strangers also changed in Nestaiko’s Toreadors from Vasiukivka. The comparison of the two editions
(table below) clearly reveals that the editors shifted to using “our Ukrainian”
instead of the old “our Soviet” phrase. Generally, the word “Soviet” in the
phrases with “our” was either replaced by “Ukrainian,” “national,” or removed
completely:
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1980

2006

He is our Soviet Robinson / Він же
наш, радянський Робінзон

He is our Ukrainian Robinson / Він же
наш, український Робінзон

Our Soviet holiday / Наше радянське
свято

Our national holiday / Наше державне
свято

Our Soviet people do not eat cakes
with spoons / Наші радянські люди
торти ложками не їдять

Our people do not eat cakes with
spoons / Наші люди торти ложками
не їдять

The tendency to localise the plot using Ukrainian realities can be illustrated with some other examples. Speaking about historical personalities, in the
first edition the author mentioned a number of well-known Soviet people, mostly
military representatives and actors: Alexander Pokryshkin (a marshal of the Soviet Air Force), Pavel Kadochnikov, Nikolai Rybnikov, and Aleksey Batalov
(famous Soviet cinema actors). Those names were well known to Soviet people; however, since Ukrainian children are more distant from studying the
military history of the Soviet Union and watching Soviet movies, they could hardly know who those people were. Therefore, the editors removed these names
from the 2006 edition of the novel. Still, there are a few episodes in which the
presence of certain historical personalities was even completely reconsidered.
While the first edition of the book mentioned Peter I, a Russian emperor, and
Vasily Chapayev, a Red Army commander, the newest version introduces Kyiv
Rus king (“kniaz”) Yaroslav Mudry and Ukrainian hetman Bohdan Khmelnitsky
instead.
The new edition also revised the hostile attitude toward ideological
“strangers”. For instance, a capitalist was the main stranger, or the direct opposition to a Soviet person. The word “capitalist”, perceived as an excessively
wealthy person from a bourgeois country, was a synonym for the word “enemy”
in the Soviet Union (for instance, The Dictionary of Foreign Words (1955: 303)
defined “capitalist” as “an owner of capital, possessor of means of production,
who belongs to the bourgeoisie class and who exploits hired labourers; an ex-
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ploiter, the bitter enemy of the workers”). The new edition changes the label
“capitalist” to the more neutral “foreigner”, for example:
1980
Why did I call him a governor? Is he a
capitalist or what? He is our Soviet Robinson. I should have called him a head
of a village council / Чого це я його
губернатором охрестив? Що він,
капіталіст, чи що? Він же наш
радянський Робінзон. Треба було,
мабуть, сказать — голова сільради

2006
Why did I call him a governor? Is he a
foreigner or what? He is our Ukrainian
Robinson. I should have called him a
head of a village council / Чого це я
його губернатором охрестив? Що він,
іноземець, чи що? Він же наш
український Робінзон. Треба було,
мабуть, сказать — голова сільради

Like the history, the geography represented in the second edition of
Toreadors from Vasiukivka tends to reduce the Soviet (or namely Russian)
area to Ukrainian territory. As a result, such Russian geographical places
as Tambov, Ryazan, or Siberia are no longer mentioned in 2006 edition,
and Vnukovo airport (Moscow) is replaced with Boryspil airport (Kyiv). Another aspect of the Toreadors’ geography is the use of toponyms, mainly
the names of the streets in the city of Kyiv. The new edition substitutes
former Soviet names with the new ones: the former Sverdlov Street is
changed, both in Kyiv and in the story, to Prorizna (historical toponym), and
the former Lenin’s Komsomol Square also reverts to its historical name, of
European Square.
Nationalities among the characters mark another side of the geographical issue in Toreadors from Vasiukivka. In the 1980s edition, there
were three positive non-Ukrainian characters: two Russians and one Georgian. The Russian nationality of some characters was indicated by
mentioning their place of birth: thus, Anton Faradeyovych, an inventor,
came from Tambov, and Mitia Ivanov, a soldier, was from Ryazan (both
Tambov and Ryazan are ancient Russian cities). The new edition has removed these cities from the plot, thus transforming the above-mentioned
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Russian characters into Ukrainians since they no longer have a Russian
background and do not possess other distinguishing features of nationality.
In contrast, the Georgian officer Paichadze has acquired even more
distinguishing features: in the first edition he speaks Ukrainian, while in the
newest version he gets a personalised language – a mixture of Ukrainian
and Russian with a noticeable Georgian accent. In an interviews, Nestaiko
explained such attention to this character: “I have a very nice opinion about
Georgia!.. And in the character of Paichadze I just wanted to reflect this attitude of mine” (Nestaiko 2009). As the character of the Georgian officer is
definitely positive, such a change should not be considered as mocking of
foreigners. It is rather an attempt to distinguish Paichadze’s personality
among others.

The Young Pioneer Organisation of the Soviet Union
The editors of the new version of Toreadors from Vasiukivka did not
change the time at which the action is set: the characters still act in the
time of the Soviet Union. Therefore, Nestaiko and Malkovych preserved
such Soviet phenomena as the pioneer organisation of Soviet children.
Still, some subtle but important changes were made on this level of the story. The new edition notably reduced the number of instances of the words
“pioneer”, eliminating it where possible. In some phrases it was substituted
with the words “pupil”, “crowd”, or other nouns. The editors also removed
one pathos-filled episode where pioneers sang a Soviet pioneer song on
the way to Kyiv the capital.

tween the “outdated” and “progressive” lifestyles. For instance, the Soviet
version contains a significant number of episodes where religious people
are portrayed as inadequate, stupid, or even dangerous for the rest of society. They are afraid of everything new and progressive. In contrast, the
atheist pioneers represented the future of the Soviet country; they are
healthy, clever, and inventive. After the collapse of the Soviet atheistic ideology, Nestaiko and Malkovych rewrote these parts of the novel. In the new
edition, religion is no more dangerous for the youth, and the people who
believe in God are no longer depicted as mad or old-fashioned. Although
remaining atheists, now the main characters of the book (boys Pavlusha
and Yava) do not reject the idea of religion as such, and even sometimes
admit the presence of some supreme power. For example, in the first edition of the novel, its boy heroes, Yava and Pavlusha, help to fight the flood
that has invaded their village. After giving all his possible help to a religious
old lady, Yava speaks to himself:
1980
And I felt sorry for her, that she so naІ жаль мені стало, що вона так наївно
ively believed in god, considering that
вірила в бога, вважаючи, ніби він
he is so nice and just, and he, as you
такий хороший і справедливий, а він,
see, punished her more than everyone
бач, більше за всіх чогось саме її
else, flooded her house up to the roof,
покарав, більше всіх затопив, аж по
and didn’t even touch atheists, for inсамісіньку стріху, а невірників, атеїстів,
stance, old Salymon… So where is the
діда Салимона, наприклад, навіть не
justice?
зачепив... Де ж справедливість?
And also I thought that Pavlusha apІ ще я подумав, що Павлуша виявився
peared to be stronger than god,
сильнішим за бога, бо врятував мене
because it was Pavlusha, not god, who
не бог, а Павлуша. І треба завжди
rescued me. And a man should always
надіяться не на бога, а на друга.
rely not on god, but on a friend.

The attitude towards religion
Religion-based episodes were the only ones which were markedly
rewritten in Toreadors from Vasiukivka. The first edition stressed the difference
between old religious people and young atheistic pioneers as a struggle be29

These thoughts (anti-religious, by their nature) were removed from
the 2006 edition. Moreover, a few paragraphs later the same character,
Yava, shares quite a different opinion:
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2006
. . . so maybe, it’s true that God exists
… мабуть, і справді є таки Бог на
in this world. And it was He who diсвіті. І це Він напоумив мене пірнути
rected me to dive for those letters. And
по ті листи. А потім і Павлушу
later He directed Pavlusha to rescue
напоумив урятувати мене…
me…

The turn toward religion in the new edition can be traced even at the
typographic level: while in the text of 1980 the words “god” and “lavra” (referring to Kyiv Pechersk Lavra, the prominent historic Orthodox Christian
monastery in Kyiv) are written in lower case, the edition of 2006 capitalises
these words.
Another example of delicate editing can be shown in the following
episode, where the removal of the word “antireligious” changes the meaning of the whole sentence:
1980
When old Salymon drinks a bit, he likes
to have an antireligious conversation
with the priest. He says: ‘I will ride to
talk with Goga. Let Goga tell me about
god.’
He takes a bottle, sits on his bicycle and
rides to Didivshchyna.
Father Goga did not refuse to drink and
did not avoid antireligious conversation.
Дід Салимон, як вип'є, любить вести з
батюшкою антирелігійні розмови.
Він тоді каже: “Поїду з Гогою
побалакаю... Хай мені Гога розкаже
про бога”. Бере пляшку, сідає на
велосипед і їде в Дідівщину.
Отець Гога випивки не цурався і
антирелігійних розмов не уникав.

2006
When old Salymon drinks a bit, he likes
to have a conversation with the priest.
He says: ‘I will ride to talk with Goga.
Let Goga tell me about God.’
He takes a bottle, sits on his bicycle
and rides to Didivshchyna.
Father Goga did not refuse to drink and
did not avoid conversation.
Дід Салимон, як вип'є, любить вести
з батюшкою розмови.
Він тоді каже: “Поїду з Ґоґою
побалакаю... Хай мені Ґоґа розкаже
про Бога”. Бере пляшку, сідає на
велосипед і їде в Дідівщину.
Отець Ґоґа випивки не цурався і
розмов не уникав.

In the extract from the first edition, old Salymon, the grandfather of one
of the main characters, is going to talk over a bottle with the priest about the
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question of God’s existence. The word “antireligious” here provides two possible interpretations: either old Salymon is going to have a regular discussion (or
even a quarrel) with the priest, trying to persuade him that there is no God; or,
if the priest does not truly believe in God, they will have an ordinary drunk conversation. In the second edition there is only an intention to talk to the priest
(yet, still over a bottle of alcohol). By this minor change in the sentence structure, the hostility towards religion changes to interest in it.
In other words, the attitude towards transcendental aspects of life has
distinctively changed. However, the editors of the 2006 edition do not try to
persuade their readers to become Christians. Instead, they show an alternative position, leaving it up for the reader to decide.

Social and cultural framework
When analysing the new edition of Nestaiko’s Toreadors from Vasiukivkaone should take into account the social and cultural framework
within which it was made. The trilogy has been republished without major
changes five times since Ukraine regained its independence in 1990. The
fact that a well-known Soviet children’s book was edited in a pro-Ukrainian
way only in 2004 may refer to the influence of the political events of that
time. A series of mass protests took place in Ukraine from the beginning of
the 2000s. The conflict between government and opposition peaked during
the presidential election campaign of 2004 and resulted in the “Orange
Revolution” (a series of political protests all over Ukraine aiming to cancel
the results of the presidential election, which was claimed to be unfair). Taking
into account the time the editors needed to prepare a new version, a connection may be inferred between the social reality and the changes that were
provided to the story. An interesting fact is that the cover of a new edition is
orange, the same shade as the symbolic colour of the flags used by Viktor
Yushchenko (one of the candidates in the presidential election of 2004, and
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the ultimate victor). This could be either a coincidence or a link to the editors’ political views.
Among other factors which may have influenced the appearance of
the new edition of Nestaiko’s Toreadors from Vasiukivka was the worldwide
interest in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter book series. The A-BA-BA-HA-LAMA-HA Publishing House translated into Ukrainian and published all the
books of Rowling’s series between 2002 and 2007. Although written in different genres, Nestaiko’s and Rowling’s books address the same target
audience. Therefore, the phenomenal interest in the Ukrainian translation
of the Harry Potter series revealed a need for literature for the children and
young people of Ukraine. Trying to address this need, Malkovych, chief of
the A-BA-BA-HA-LA-MA-HA Publishing House, proposed to Nestaiko that
he prepare a new edition of his famous Soviet children’s book. Toreadors
from Vasiukivka, edited by Nestaiko and Malkovych, became extremely
popular among contemporary readers. Between 2004 and 2009 a new edition was reissued five times.

Conclusions
The general scope of the different editions of Toreadors from Vasiukivka by Nestaiko indicates a connection between each of these
versions and the social framework within which they were created. The
1980 edition of the book reflects the realities of the 1960s-1980s, namely
the respect towards Soviet government and conflict with religious organisations. The changes in the 2006 edition of the trilogy replace only some Soviet
phenomena with Ukrainian counterparts. Nevertheless, the minor corrections at the levels of lexis, grammar, history, and geography, and also slightly
more remarkable alterations at the level of religion taken as a whole create
new cultural and ideological frameworks. Nestaiko and Malkovych edited the
famous children’s book, proceeding from their idea of the needs of a post-
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Soviet Ukrainian reader, liberated from Soviet or Russian realities and open
to new experiences.
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Ideological Clichés in Ukrainian Literary Criticism of the 1990s
The following article aims to describe the main types of ideological clichés
in the critical reviews which appeared in the Ukrainian journal Vitchyzna
(Вітчизна) during the early 1990s. This transitional period deserves special attention as the time when Ukrainian literary studies experienced a gradual purification
from outdated critical concepts. The general background and main changes in the
Ukrainian literary criticism of the 1990s are described in the introduction. Ideological clichés are then analysed as the fusion of two theoretical concepts: the
essence of ideology is followed after Paul Ricoeur’s Lectures on Ideology and Utopia, and the nature and functioning of clichés are taken from Anton Zijderveld’s On
Clichés: the Supersedure of Meaning by Function in Modernity.
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Introduction
Thought about the priority of human values in art and the limitations
of the communist view on the essence of creativity began to spread increasingly even in the second half of the 1980s. However, the breakdown
of ideological “socialist realism” took place only as the new decade began.
Consequently, the period before the turn of the new century in Ukrainian
literary studies is characterised by a complete rejection of the previous Soviet approaches to analysing fiction.
For the last twenty years, Ukrainian literary scholars have mostly
focused on investigating the Ukrainian literature of modernism, unexpect33

edly and artificially interrupted by the Soviet regime. The necessity of deconstruction of literary tradition owing to the scrapping of censorship and
the return of texts illicit during the Soviet period switched attention from the
contemporary literature with its inner processes and comprehensive
changes in value coordinates. Nevertheless, Ukrainian literary criticism of
the 1990s deserves special attention because this period can be defined as
transitional. It was precisely during this time that literary studies experienced a gradual purification from outdated critical concepts.
Roksana Kharchuk (2008: 8), commenting in Contemporary Ukrainian Prose. Postmodern Period on the postmodern period in Ukrainian
literary studies, expresses the accordant view that a solid basis for postmodernism in post-Soviet countries was not only economic or political lack
of stability, but the need for revision of the values of totalitarian society.
Postmodernism, which was followed by a total overestimation of values and
sometimes coming to absolute rejection of any values at all, found fertile
ground in the societies transforming from a totalitarian model to democracy,
from the unified socialist realistic canon to the freedom of creativity and cultural polyphony (Kharchuk 2008: 8).

Hryhoriy Syvokin, providing a general overview of the Ukrainian literary criticism of the early 1990s, emphasises that it was not only
approaches to fiction analysis that changed; moreover, “the old value coordinates have melted, and the new ones do not even pretend to be values.
In this chaos of guide marks, art and literature remain the most influential
factors in uniting and human mutual understanding” (2002: 61).
Thus, in the early 1990s Ukrainian literary criticism experienced
crucial changes. The abolition of censorship led to texts that were illicit during the Soviet period being returned and revalued, and ideologically loaded
texts being reviewed and edited. Such a necessity for discourse reconstruction entailed transformations in the literary canon, caused by adding
new names (ignored or banned during the Soviet period). Transition from
state plans to market mechanisms with the absence of substantial govern-
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mental support influenced the publishing business and forced literary criticism journals to modify their format. Consequently, almost all journals were
renamed, editorial boards changed, and their content became more massoriented. Finally, as governmental adjustments and directives became outdated, the need for quick elaboration of new ones was followed by the
need to revise the values of totalitarian society. Despite these global
changes, various traces of Soviet ideology can be noticed in the language
of publications in the early 1990s.

Marx divides reality into the world of real, historical objects and that
of representations. Ideology, as with all other results of mental activities,
belongs to the second world.
For Marx the ideological is that which is reflected by means of representations. It is the representational world as opposed to the historical world, the
latter having a consistency of its own thanks to the activity, the conditions of
activity, the history of needs, the history of production, etc. The concept of
reality covers all the processes that can be described under the title of historical materialism. Once more, ideology is not yet opposed to science, but
to reality (Ricoeur 1986: 76).

Ideological clichés: linking definitions
In order to set the terminological framework for the following survey,
two theoretical concepts will be used: Paul Ricoeur’s view of ideology and
Anton Zijderveld’s approach to the nature and functioning of clichés.
Paul Ricoeur’s concept of ideology will be examined according to
the printed version of his lectures at the University of Chicago in 1975
known as Lectures on Ideology and Utopia. He dedicated five of them to
Karl Marx’s and Friedrich Engels’ works, including The German Ideology.
Ricoeur starts his survey from a statement about the ambivalent nature of
ideology. From his point of view, ideology is a highly ambiguous phenomenon, which has both positive and negative sides, a constructive and
destructive role, and a constitutive and pathological dimension (Ricoeur
1986: 1). He also admits that the pathological appears before the constitutive, and provides the following definition: “Ideology, then, designates
initially some distorting, dissimulating processes by which an individual or a
group expresses its situation but without knowing or recognising it” (Ricoeur 1986: 1). Thus, in the introductory lecture Ricoeur narrows the
meaning of the term “ideology” to a synonym of the reversal as “falsified
reality”.

34

While the world of representations has its language, the historical
world also has its “language of real life”. This aspect is very important for
Ricoeur, as he reduces the problem of ideology to representations, which
are not real practice: “The distortions of ideology appear to the extent that
we forget that our thoughts are a production; at this point the reversal occurs” (1986: 78).
One more important point stated by Ricoeur is the interrelation between ideology and power. Following Max Weber’s term legitimation he
notes that “For Weber, every system of power, authority, or whatever it
may be, always strives to legitimate itself. Therefore, he says, the place
where ideology arises is in the system of legitimation of an order of power”
(Ricoeur 1986: 89). Thus, the substitution of notions, when concrete interests transform into universal ones, happens exactly with the aim of selflegitimation. This is how ideology becomes a tool for playing with the public, by the means of which power strives to prove its legitimacy.
The term “cliché” and its specifications are described in the book On
Clichés: the Supersedure of Meaning by Function in Modernity by Anton
Zijderveld (1979). He views clichés as phenomena which are not just linguistic by nature: “Clichés are not only manners of speech which well-nigh
coercively impose themselves on our linguistic efforts, but they are at the
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same time forms of thought, of action, and even of emotion which mould
our thinking, acting and feeling in social life” (Zijderveld 1979: IX).
Zijderveld defines and describes a cliché sociologically in terms of the supersedure of meaning by function. He also states:
Human speech in daily conversations and in various reality interpretations
(either mythical or scientific), creative activities in art, literature and music,
various activities related to policy (from ‘primitive’ war raids to ‘modern’ political diplomacy) tend to follow routine paths and traditional patterns. That is,
they are moulded by clichés which tend to hold a firm grip over the individual’s consciousness. Individuals tend to take the clichés of their society for
granted. They have been passed on from generation to generation (tradition)
acquiring the status of naturalness and normalcy through the process of socialisation. As superficial as they may seem to be, clichés are generally
deeply installed in man’s consciousness where they can do their work
(Zijderveld 1979: 4-5).

Thus, ideological clichés remain in everyday usage during so-called
transitional periods, though at the same time scholars do their best to
“switch” from the old vocabulary to the new one.
One more important feature of clichés “lies in their capacity to bypass reflection and to thus unconsciously work on the mind, while
excluding potential relativisations” (Zijderveld 1979: 5). Further Zijderveld
specifies this idea:
When people reflect upon a statement, they will think about its content of
meaning, and weigh its worth and value. This entails an element of relativisation, since the content of the statement’s meaning is no longer taken for
granted and accepted at face value. Clichés manage to avoid this relativisation brought about by reflections. By means of sheer repetition clichés mould
people’s minds and souls in a specific direction (1979: 5).

Consequently, ideological clichés will be regarded as stable and repeating connotative textual elements with the features of ideological load.
Moreover, they can be unconsciously used by the older generation of liter35

ary scholars as traditional patterns. On the whole, Soviet clichés in the prospective analysis are viewed as neologisms and phraseological conconstructions emerged during the Soviet Union era and containing certain
markers of Soviet lifestyle, culture, and politics.

Ideological clichés in critical articles
Articles of literary criticism from the journal Vitchyzna published between 1990 and 1995 were selected to illustrate what types of clichés were
used by Ukrainian critics during the 1990s. According to the preliminary
survey, the number of Soviet clichés essentially reduced after 1995. Thus,
these six years of the early transformative period would be enough to see
the key tendencies and to make reasonable conclusions. It is worth mentioning that there are only a few texts without ideological clichés in this
period, though in general the number of clichés is less than was supposed
before the survey. The process of publication itself (when the text comes
through several instances and is gradually purified from linguistic rudiments) might be a reason for such a situation. The largest number of
articles examined was published in 1991. This year is predictably fruitful in
the literary sphere, considering that much attention was paid to the crucial
changes in Ukrainian nationhood.
Overall, 52 journals were analysed. The “literary-artistic, social, and
political monthly journal” Vitchyzna was chosen, as it is the key publication
of the National Writers’ Union of Ukraine. As mostly historical, social, and
publicist materials were placed in the section called “Literary Criticism”, only the reviews of recently published books were selected. The names of
famous Ukrainian writers and publicists feature among the authors of these
34 critical texts: Volodymyr Dibrova, Yevhen Hutsalo, Liudmyla Taran,
Mykhailo Slaboshpytskyi, Iryna Lobovyk, Lada Fedorovska, Svitlana Yovenko, and others.
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The most widespread type of ideological clichés during the researched period is time markers. Authors often use widespread and
recognised “time-clichés” (which were formed and popularised by the Soviet propaganda) in order to generalise and to avoid giving strict chronologichronological frameworks.
Since we are investigating the early 1990s, the most-used “timecliché” is “perebudova” (Rus. “perestroika”), which means “restructuring”.
This term is closely connected to the Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
along with his ambiguous reforms in 1987-1991 and the new turn in communist ideology. This expression is often used in the reviewed articles:
“perebudova” (перебудова) (Pereiaslov 1991: 170), “perestroika”
(перестройка) (Cherchenko 1993: 121), “generation of poets ... was preparing ‘perebudova’” (покоління поетів … готувало перебудову)
(Tkachuk 1990: 160), “this ‘sleeping beauty’ awakened by ‘perebudova’”
(ця “спляча красуня”, пробуджена перебудовою) (Ibid.), “after so many
years of ‘perebudova’” (після стількох років перебудови) (Hutsalo 1991:
141), “with the beginning of so-called ‘perebudova’” (з початком так званої
перебудови) (Taran 1994: 126). And, finally, the Soviet cliché as it is: “only
revolutionary ‘perebudova’ has opened ...” (тільки революційна
перебудова відкрила …) (Makhmutov 1991: 188).
There are also several descriptions which were formed from “perebudova”: “‘perebudova’s’ searches” (перебудовчим шуканням)
(Fedorovska 1991: 163), “these are not ‘perebudova’s’ poems” (це не
“перебудовчі” вірші”) (Lobovyk 1992: 149), “today’s passion for publicism
and ‘perebudova’s’ themes” (сьогоднішньому захопленню публіцистикою
та перебудовчою тематикою) (Lobovyk 1992: 154).
One more expression closely related to the Soviet “periodisation” is
the so-called “era of stagnation” (period zastoju). This was a time of economic, political, and social stagnation in the Soviet Union, which began
during the rule of Leonid Brezhnev (the mid-1970s) and continued until the
mid-1980s. Eventually, this term became popular and turned into a wide36

spread cliché: “times of stagnation” (застійні часи) (Kravchenko 1990:
165), “critics have nothing in the drawers from the times of stagnation” (із
застійних часів у критиків нічого не залишалося в шухлядах)
(Kravchenko 1990: 169), “in the times of the most dumb stagnating autumn” (у пору найглухішої застійної осені) (Prisovskyi 1993: 119),
“stagnating Kyiv’s bottom” (застійне київське піддоння) (Dibrova 1990:
167).
Finally, the earliest period of this chronological retrospective is the
time of Stalin’s tenure as leader of the Communist Party (1922-1953), also
known as “Stalinism”. The “cult of (Stalin’s) personality” is one more way to
indicate this tough period during the Soviet regime: the “cult of personality
period” (періоду культу особи) (Makhmutov 1991: 188), “the horrors of the
time of the cult of Stalin” (страхіття доби сталінського культу) (Fedorovska 1991: 163).
There are numerous time markers in texts pointing to the Soviet
period: “during ... the years of Soviet government” (за … роки радянської
влади) (Yovenko 1991: 22), “during the totalitarian times” (за часів
тоталітаризму) (Kryzhanivskyi1994: 132), “during the totalitarian regime in
the Soviet Ukraine” (за тоталітарного режиму в Радянській Україні)
(Kryzhanivskyi1994: 131), “Ukrainian Soviet poetry” (української
радянської поезії) (Taran, 1994: 126), “in the conditions of the Soviet reality” (в умовах радянської дійсності) (Cherchenko 1993: 122), “between
Stalin’s and Khrushchev’s epochs” (на грані сталінської та хрущовської
епох) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 186), “the Khrushchev-Brezhnev era”
(хрущовсько-брежнєвський час) (Vasylenko 1992: 145).
In order to avoid being very straightforward, many critics use the clichés and metaphors of propaganda instead of giving direct statements.
Thus, the group of clichés connected with the “October Revolution”
was the largest in the analysed articles: “after the October Uprising” (після
жовтневого перевороту) (Malyshevskyi1991: 185), “before October and
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post-October” (дожовтневих і післяжовтневих) (Kryzhanivskyi 1994: 132),
“in post-October times” (у пожовтневий час) (Taran 1991: 172).
One more alternative way to indicate the Soviet epoch is to use
well-known clichés and metaphors: “in the conditions of the ‘Iron Curtain’”
(в умовах “залізної завіси”) (Kryzhanivskyi 1994: 131), “we ... came from
Stalin’s childhood” (ми … родом із сталінського дитинства) (Teren 1992:
142), “years of stagnation and ostracism of dissentients” (літ стагнації й
остракізму інакомислячих) (Yovenko 1991: 21).
The next category is the key Soviet concepts invented and performed by propaganda, which later became political clichés. It seems that
the Soviet government has the largest number of synonyms-clichés in
literary criticism:
- The (Soviet) Regime: “by the Bolshevist regime” (більшовицьким
режимом) (Fedorovska 1994: 135), “on the ruins ... of the regime” (на
уламках … режиму) (Fedorovska 1994: 135), “the regime’s hostages”
(заложниками режиму) (Fedorovska 1991: 162);
- The (Communist) Party: “the Party’s authority” (авторитет
партії)(Pereiaslov 1991: 170), “the Party needed” (партії треба було)
(Taran 1994: 128), “aspersion on the whole Party” (наклеп на всю
партію) (Cherchenko 1993: 122);
- The System: “the administrative-command System” (адміністративнокомандну Систему) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 184), “the System arrogated”
(присвоїла собі Система) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 184), “such rules of the
game were enforced by the System” (такі Система нав’язала нам
правила гри) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 186), “the System-empire” (системаімперія) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 187), “the ‘System’” and the CPSU (Communist Party of the Soviet Union) are guilty” (винна “система” і КПРС)
(Cherchenko 1991: 153).
Such well-known clichés about the Soviet Union as “under hammer and sickle” (під серпом і молотом) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 184) or “the
history of the Soviet Country” (історію Країни Рад) (Taran 1994: 128) can
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also be noticed in the articles. Moreover, sometimes critics give broad descriptions of the Soviet regime with recognisable clichés:
- “Protecting ... one’s soul from the accumulated ideological thornapple,
which causes different aberrations and colour blindness in perception of
the real world, as everything in it we had to judge from the class approach, upside down in other words. We were taught this way, this way
we had to act living along with the laws of ideological acrobatics. We
didn’t know how to walk in a normal way, only with perfect steps, only ‘in
cadence’, only to the ‘light future’. And only few of us had doubts that
such a movement is rather normal and natural” (Slaboshpytskyi 1991:
20).
- “But the System also wasn’t dozing. It still achieved ideological perfection.
Without exceptions in all spheres of spiritual life it constructed useful
myths. ... On the squares and in the textbooks it installed the statues of
canonised classics, had forever and ever measured ‘from’ and ‘to’, making them closer to the proletarian ideology” (Malyshevskyi 1991: 185).
- “None of the world’s civilisations managed to create a totalitarian machine
similar to ours, which was able to ‘distort’ man’s brain so fundamentally,
at the same time deforming all its inner processes” (Taran 1991: 173).
The set of clichés-metaphors about Soviet authorities can often
be met in critics’ language: “the main ideologist” (головний ідеолог)
(Malyshevskyi 1991: 186), “the Party’s boss and censor” (партійний бос та
цензор) (Prisovskyi 1993: 119), “the Party’s leader” (партійного лідера)
(Cherchenko 1993: 120), “on the command from the ‘white house’” (за
командою з “білої хати”) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 186), “the representatives of
the ‘administration’” (представників “відомства”) (Fedorovska 1991: 162),
gloomy as the Party’s Control Committee (похмурого як комітет
партійного контролю) (Cherchenko 1993: 121) etc.
While all critical reviews are connected with literary environment, a
huge number of ideological clichés are connected with “Stalinism” and its
repressive attributes: tough ideological censorship, repressive authorities,
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“black” censorial lists, imprisonment, and executions. Numerous clichés
reflect these realities: “witch-hunts ..., then massacres, provocations, ferreting out ‘samizdat’, summons to KGB, undertakings not to leave,
interrogations, arrests, trumped-up cases, trials in closed ‘open’ courts”
(полювання на відьом …, потім погроми, провокації, пошуки
самвидаву, виклики до КДБ, підписки, допити, арешти, фабрикації
справ, відкрито-закриті суди) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 186), “the scissors of
ideological censorship” (ножицями ідеологічної цензури) (Malyshevskyi,
1991: 184), “in black ideological lists” (в чорних ідеологічних списках)
(Malyshevskyi 1991: 184), “blacklists for publishers and editorials” (чорні
списки для видавців та редакцій) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 186), “tool for
tightening the screws” (знадіб для закручування гайок) (Malyshevskyi
1991: 186), “the wheels of the repressive apparatus” (колесо
репресивного апарату) (Yovenko 1991: 22), “smoothly running repressive
machine” (добре налагоджена репресивна машина) (Teren 1992: 143),
“the machine ground” (машина молола) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 184), “disgraced poets” (опальних поетів) (Slaboshpytskyi 1992: 13), “in years of
fighting with ‘enemies of the people’” (в роки боротьби з “ворогами
народу”) (Cherchenko 1991: 152), “‘enemy’s’ widow” (удова “ворога”)
(Fedorovska 1994: 136), “a shade of suspicion and secret supervision”
(тінь недовіри й негласного нагляду) (Fedorovska 1991:162), “to ferret
out ‘ours’ and ‘theirs’” (вишукувати “наших” і “ваших”) (Cherchenko 1991:
153), “the smell of Solovki was in the air” (в повітрі пахло Соловками)
(Yovenko 1991: 21), and others.
Sooner or later, not only did Soviet concepts become political clichés, but the slogans of propaganda as well: “great revolutionistdemocrat” (великий революціонер-демократ) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 184),
“new historical community of people – the Soviet People” (нову історичну
спільність людей – радянський народ) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 187), “society of ‘developed socialism’” (суспільство “розвиненого соціалізму”)
(Malyshevskyi 1991: 184), “under the conditions of publicity and pluralism”
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(в умовах “гласності і плюралізму) (Cherchenko 1991: 152), “in the name
of the communist aim” (в ім’я комуністичної мети) (Cherchenko 1991:
152), “Let’s beat swords into plough shares” (Перекуємо мечі на орала)
Cherchenko 1991: 152), “The economy should be economic” (Економіка
повинна бути економною) (Cherchenko 1991: 152), “Soviet way of life”
(радянський спосіб життя) (Taran 1994: 128), “Homo Sovieticus” (Taran,
1994: 128), “rotten intellectual” (гнилий інтелігент) (Taran 1994: 128), “intellectuals are of secondary quality” (інтелігенція – другий сорт) (Taran
1994: 128), “layer of society” (прослойка общества) (Taran 1994: 128).
It is impossible to deal with the Soviet ideology without mentioning
the Marxist “class approach” with its typical clichés like “common” people, “agrarians”, “labour mass”, “proletariat” etc. Examples of such “class”
ranges are very widespread in the analysed texts: “people of proletarian
origin” (люди пролетарського походження) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 185),
“personal demands and class interests” (особисті домагання та класові
інтереси) (Cherchenko 1994: 129), “labour strikes” (страйків робітництва)
(Hutsalo 1991: 141), “to the common worker” (до простого трудівника)
(Taran 1994: 126), “call for ‘more attention to the worker’” (заклик “більшої
уваги трудівникові”) (Taran 1994: 126), “appeal to the labouring ‘bottom’”
(апеляція до трудових “низів”) (Taran 1994: 128), “with the labouring
masses: ‘kolkhoz’ members, workers” (з “трудящими масами”:
колгоспниками, робітниками) (Taran 1994: 128), and others. Such agrarian metaphors as “led to the generous harvest on our cornfield” (щедро
врожаїлась на нашій ниві) (Kravchenko 1990: 165) or “like a ‘kolkhoz’
cow” (як колгоспна корова) (Cherchenko 1993: 122) also have their roots
in the former workers’ culture.
One more important ideological construction is reflected in the idea
of “the fraternity of nations”. It is known that this cliché was one of the
basic ideological terms in the USSR meaning the principle of the Soviet
state’s existence on the basis of comprehensive fraternal cooperation and
mutual support between peoples and nations, which had chosen the social-
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ist path for development. What is more, in critical articles from the 1990s
there are also many statements about “the fraternal literatures”: “the everlasting fraternity of nations” (предковічну дружбу народів) (Malyshevskyi
1991: 186), “the fraternal relations between nations” (дружніх стосунків
між народами) (Makhmutov 1991: 189), “obvious erosion of the fraternity
of nations” (явний підрив дружби народів) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 187), “the
motif … of fraternity between people and wider – between nations and continents” (мотив … дружби між людьми і ширше – між народами і
материками) (Prisovskyi 1993: 121), “the process of interaction between
fraternal literatures” (процес взаємодії братніх літератур) (Kravchenko
1990: 168).
The other prominent group of clichés from critical articles of the
1990s is connected with creativity in general and literature in particular.
The immense influence of Soviet ideology on arts has led to the invention
of a special method also known as “socialist realism”. One of the ideological myths that art is able to influence reality is exposed in expanded
statements about literature’s importance and educational potential. For example, the traces of this “socialist realism” approach can be seen in the
review “For Children and Wise People” by Mykhailo Skuratovskyi (1992:
150): “There is no need to explain the aesthetic, spiritual importance of
these series in the literary life of Ukraine and what a positive influence it will
have on the developing poetic taste of our children” (Чи ж варто
пояснювати естетичну, духовну вагу цієї серії у літературному житті
України і те, який позитивний вплив вона матиме на виховання
поетичних смаків у наших дітей).
The didactic role of literature is stressed in the following quotation:
“Authors engrain in children love for the Motherland, freedom, evoke
thoughts about happiness, friendship, reflect the child’s dreams, its selfesteem, the world’s cognition, grief about getting old, and tell about the
happiness of working, and at the same time about the hard life of young
labourers.” (Автори прищеплюють дітям любов до батьківщини, до волі,
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пробуджують роздуми про щастя, дружбу, відбивають мрії дитини, її
самоствердження, пізнання світу, сум перед старістю, розповідають
про радість праці і в той же час — про тяжке життя малолітніх
трудівників) (Skuratovskyi 1992: 150).
Furthermore, there are several remarks about peculiarities in the literary sphere during Ukraine’s period as a Socialist Republic: “the ‘building
essence’ of Soviet literature” (“будівничу сутність” радянської
літератури) (Cherchenko 1991: 153), “pedalling of literature’s educational
role” (педалювання виховної ролі літератури) (Cherchenko 1991: 154),
“utilitarian and pragmatic demands from the word” (утилітарнопрагматичні вимоги до слова) (Taran 1994: 127), “the artistic word ... was
claimed to have characteristics and qualities of reality as it is” (від
художнього слова … вимагалося властивостей і якостей реальності як
такої) (Taran1994: 127).
In the following lines recognisable ideological traces can be distinguished: “from our point of view, the collective of translators fulfilled its
task” (на наш погляд, перекладацький колектив виконав своє завдання)
(Skuratovskyi 1992: 151). This citation points to the Soviet fundamental
when everyone had his/her own determined task established by the Party:
“the next resolution by the highest Party’s authority aimed literary scholars
at particular tasks” (чергова постанова вищого партійного органу
націлювала літературознавців на конкретні завдання) (Cherchenko
1991: 152).
There is also a large group of clichés concerned with such evaluative categories as “true – false/untrue”: “with the faultless ear of true
poets” (безпомильним слухом справжніх поетів) (Yovenko 1991: 22),
“literary texts marked with true artistic merit” (творів, позначених
справжньою художністю) (Cherchenko 1991: 156), “as every true poet”
(як і кожного справжнього поета) (Slaboshpytskyi 1992: 13), “true patriot”
(справжнього патріота) (Cherchenko 1994: 129), “it concerns inner poetry,
which is inherent for every true artistic creation” (поетичність, яка
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притаманна кожному справжньому мистецькому творові) (Nikulina
1995: 142), “true understanding” (справжнє розуміння) (Lobovyk 1993:
148), “bring the truth to the wide reading masses” (донести до широких
читацьких мас правду) (Cherchenko 1994: 124), “this poster transforms
into the plane of artistic truth” (цей плакатний малюнок переводиться у
площину художньої правди) (Kravchenko 1990: 166), and others. These
categories are abstractions aimed at self-legitimation of power (according
to Ricoeur’s concept of ideology) due to postulating themselves as an expression of true, “non-falsified reality”. Such oppositions as “true-false”,
“truth-lie”, “real-unreal” etc. are the essence of ideological confrontation;
they work for the main task of ideology – to make people accept its system
of values.
Finally, we cannot fail to mention the ironic clichés about the Soviet regime. This last group is one of the largest, as many critical texts of the
1990s contain expanded introductions with reflections on the Soviet past.
What is more, all these social and political descriptions are mostly negative. They tend to unmask the gaps of the communist past using
propaganda’s language against itself: “there is no illumination from the artificial lights of the bright future here” (тут не світяться декоративні вогні
світлого прийдешнього) (Slaboshpytskyi 1991: 20), “cheap popular ideological prints and pastorals” (ідеологічні лубки й пасторалі)
(Slaboshpytskyi 1991: 20), “proletcult’s belch” (відрижка пролеткульту)
Taran 1991: 173), “from His Majesty Proletcult’s point of view the sonnet
was also declared nothing more than a counterrevolution of form” (під
кутом зору його величності пролеткульту і сонет оголошувався не
більш не менш як контрреволюцією форми) (Taran 1991: 173), “enthronement on the ideological roost under the wing of Ukrainian culture’s
great friend V.Sherbitskyi” (воцаріння на ідеологічне сідало під крилом
великого друга української культури В.В. Щербицького) (Malyshevskyi
1991: 186), “he went to the wrong groups of the political primer” (не в ті
гуртки політграмоти ходив) (Malyshevskyi 1991: 187), “unlike most of
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those used to or hasty learning to walk in lines” (на відміну від багатьох,
котрі звикли або поспішно вчаться ходити строєм) (Pererva 1994: 94),
“elite nomenclature woodpecker” (елітарним номенклатурним дятлом)
(Cherchenko 1993: 120) etc.
Moreover, critics often put such ideological clichés and metaphors
in inverted commas to show their ironic (sometimes even sarcastic) attitude to the Soviet regime: “‘leading and guiding power’ of totalitarianism”
(”керуюча і спрямовуюча сила” тоталітаризму) (Taran 1991: 172), “the
official criticism literally crabbed avangardists, surrealists, and all other
‘bourgeois’ ‘-ists’” (офіційна критика буквально закльовувала
авангардистів, сюрреалістів і всіх інших “буржуазних”“істів”) (Taran
1991: 172), “against raising by official criticism ‘realistic literature’, ‘literature in the forms of life as it is’ as the only right examples for imitation”
(проти вознесення офіційною критикою “життєподібної літератури”,
“літератури у формах самого життя” як єдино правильних зразків для
наслідування) (Taran 1991: 172), “in the name of the victory of high ideals
against a bog of earthliness and ‘stagnating brains’” (в ім’я перемоги
високих ідеалів над болотом бездуховності та “застояних мозків”)
(Lobovyk 1992: 152), “turned into a worldwide communal apartment”
(перетворив на всесвітню комуналку) (Cherchenko 1993: 123), “the
country we are ‘building up’” (держава, яку “ми розбудовуємо”) (Fedorovska 1994: 136), “the murdered souls of the ‘fraternising’ nations” (убиті
душі збратаних народів) (Fedorovska 1994: 136), “‘before all progressive
mankind’ the extremely humanist essence of socialist society” (“перед усім
прогресивним
людством”
надзвичайну
гуманістичну
суть
соціалістичного суспільства) (Taran 1994: 126), “over the seventy years
were successfully turning into labourers” (протягом сімдесяти років
успішно перетворювали на трудящих) (Taran 1994: 128), “the demagogy
of ‘the first stage of communist society – socialism’” (демагогія “першої
стадії комуністичного суспільства – соціалізму”) (Taran 1994: 129), “nobody will suspect a ‘bolshevist class approach’” (ніхто не запідозрить у
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“більшовицькому класовому підході”) (Cherchenko 1995: 142), “the hero
of the epoch of stagnation” (герой епохи застою) (Nikulina 1995: 142).
Besides, there are many examples of how Soviet clichés are becoming transformed into non-ideological statements. For instance, Lenin’s
well-known slogan “The Party – intelligence, honour, and conscience of our
epoch!” was changed in texts of the 1990s to “bring back in our life the
words ‘honour’ and ‘conscience’” (повернути в наше життя слова “честь”
і “совість”) (Makhmutov 1991: 189) or “as a man, citizen, artist he lived and
created according to the appeal of honour, conscience” (як людина,
громадянин, митець жив і творив за покликом честі, совісті) (Prisovskyi
1993: 119).
Consequently, all the above-mentioned Soviet clichés tend to decrease in quantity and to reshape with the flow of time.

Conclusions
An analysis of articles in the Vitchyzna journal has shown that, on
the one hand, the crucial social and political changes in the early 1990s
fundamentally affected the humanities (including literary criticism). But on
the other hand, despite the evident thematic switch, Soviet ideological clichés remain implicitly in usage. These rudimentary ideological statements,
which are stable and repeat connotative textual elements with the features
of ideological load, can be distinguished from the language of current publications. Thus, despite crucial changes in literary criticism after the
collapse of the Soviet regime, the style and manner of the expressions of
Soviet propaganda implicitly remain in critical articles.
Ideological clichés in the literary criticism of the 1990s are primarily
connected with such Soviet realities and mottos as “perebudova”, “period
zastoju”, “stalinism”, “socialist realism”, “the fraternity of nations”, and others. There are also numerous clichés and metaphors about the Soviet
authorities and Marxist “class approach”, together with such evaluative
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judgements as “true – false/untrue”. Finally, many examples of ironic clichés and metaphors about the Soviet regime are given above.
Hence, as changes in worldview are happening more slowly compared to thematic ones, the general approach to text analysis by literary
critics continued to be filled with Soviet ideological clichés for a considerable part of the 1990s.
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An Assessment of the Role of Civil Society in
the Early Phase of Democratic Consolidation: A
Comparative Analysis of Glas 99 in Croatia and
Otpor in Serbia
ABSTRACT
This article analyses the impact of civil society on the beginning of the final
stage of the democratisation process – consolidation – in Croatia and Serbia
(1999-2000). I start with a theoretical explanation of the concept of democratisation
and elaborate its specific nature in two countries of the Western Balkans – Croatia
and Serbia. By introducing the concept of civil society, I show that not only formal
governmental institutions play an important role in the consolidation process, but
organised citizens too, play a crucial role in consolidation. I use the concept of political opportunity structure, which I apply to political change in Croatia and Serbia.
The theoretical overview of the debates of consolidation and civil society is supported by two cases where civil society has been crucial: Croatia and Serbia. The
article demonstrates how organised attempts of citizens can change political regimes and introduce democracy as “the only game in town”. I argue that civil
society has, due to its functions, been the most efficient factor in making democratic consolidation possible.

Introduction
Ralf Dahrendorf, frequently cited by scholars when it comes to the
democratisation process in Central and Eastern Europe, has a compelling
thought about democratisation in his book Reflections on the Revolution
in Europe where he stated that it will take six months to reform the politi-
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cal systems, six years to change the economic systems, and sixty years
to effect a revolution in the peoples’ hearts and minds (1990: 42). Bearing
this in mind, my goal is to write a comprehensive analysis of the impact of
civil society on consolidation of democracy in two countries of the Western Balkans in order to better understand the nature of that process, its
dynamics, structure, as well as the role of the people in the process of
anchoring of democracy. The article consists of three main building
blocks. In the first part I provide the theoretical background, define civil
society, describe the development of the term, and give an overview of its
functions. Hence, in this part democratic consolidation is defined, theoretical discussions are given on the positive and negative impact of civil
society on democratic consolidation together with a brief description of
political opportunity structure. The second part is about Croatia and Serbia. I offer case studies of the impact of civil society and present a
political context for civil society action in both states. This part is followed
by a comparative analysis of these two cases.
In order to understand the political dynamics of the Western Balkans at the end of 1990s, I will present two cases where civil society has
shown its strength and argue that neither politics nor oppression can and
will be tolerated if citizens do not support it. In Croatia, this movement
was more institutionalised, and civil society organisations (CSOs) have
been playing key roles, while in Serbia, aside from an institutionalised
version of civil society action, there was a real social and political movement that helped erode the authoritarian power and led to the victory of a
more democratic political option. Specifically, I will investigate how civil
society (in Croatia the coalition of 149 CSOs is named “Glas 99”, and
CSO GONG, while in Serbia the social movement is known as “Otpor”
and the campaign as “Izlaz 2000”) has helped in the democratic consoli-
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dation process in both countries. In 2000 Milosević’s and Tuđman’s 1 parties lost the election, which is considered to be the beginning of
democratic consolidation. Regarding the time frame, this paper will concentrate on the years 1999 and 2000 with some historical overview from
the early 1990s in order to present the circumstances that produced civil
society actions.
The research question is focused on identifying the difference in
factors which impacted the democratic consolidation in Croatia and Serbia. I would like to analyse how important a factor civil society was in the
path to democratic consolidation in Croatia and Serbia alike. The literature often suggests opposition being a key factor for democratic
consolidation (see Merkel 2006). Therefore, my aim is to examine to what
extent opposition played an important role in Serbia and Croatia. In the
literature there is no clear description of the nature of civil societies in
these two countries, thus it is interesting to find out what that structure
looked like and how it created (or used) political opportunities in the year
2000. By introducing Sidney Tarrow’s concept of political opportunities
(1998) I shall present the circumstances that have helped the regime
change in Croatia and Serbia. An argument will be presented according
to which long-lasting oppression of civil society and the overall population
can at some point burst and produce huge resistance towards the political
structures responsible for that oppression.
My hypothesis is that civil society was the most effective structure
that could aid the democratic consolidation of Croatia and Serbia. In that
process there were other actors, such as government, opposition and judiciary, but this article strives to show that only civil society could
consolidate democracy given the conditions that prevailed in Croatia and

1

Slobodan Milošević (1941-2006), former president of Serbia and Montenegro; Franjo
Tuđman (1922-1999), former president of Croatia. More information will be given on
them in the third part of this paper.
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Serbia at the end of the 1990s, because it was an entity not influenced by
the state or the governing party.
There are two dimensions that will be presented in this paper in
order to understand the political processes in Croatia and Serbia. The first
one is theoretical. In this part the main functions and responsibilities of
civil society will be presented and the actual functions of civil society in
Croatia and Serbia shown. I will argue that, due to the functions of socialisation, the watchdog function, representation and subsidiarity, only civil
society had the legitimacy and the power to endorse democracy in Croatia and Serbia. In addition, I will present arguments against the positive
impact of civil society and evaluate their validity. Through the concrete
examples where civil society has made it possible for a democracy to mature, I will explain the context, methods and structure of the civil societies
and polity of the countries. By comparing these two cases by their outcomes I will make a conclusion about the impact of civil society on
democratic consolidation.
The topic is relevant because there is very little serious and adequate scientific research on the subject (Gazivoda 2012). As the literature
review uncovered, no author has compared Croatia and Serbia from the
perspective of civil society, even though civil society has played a major
historical-political role in these countries. There is no comprehensive
analysis of the civil society sphere in Croatia and Serbia, nor a comparison of these two countries. But why are Croatia and Serbia relevant
enough to be compared? In my opinion, there are two reasons: the first
one is that the years 1999 and 2000 in both countries were pivotal for understanding the later political system and political dynamics. In those
years there was an obvious break with the political tradition of the 1990s
and, for the first time, a strong democratic impulse. For me it is relevant to
analyse those events in order to get date that could be used in later empirical research regarding Serbian and Croatian democratic transition.
The second reason is the possibility for model-building. This paper has
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the intention to see what the similarities and differences in the beginning
of democratic consolidation are, and possibly to provide a platform for the
study of democratisation in the other former Yugoslavian countries.

Theoretical Background
There are three concepts relevant for the article which should be
elaborated before the analysis of Croatia and Serbia. The first concept is
civil society, one of the most discussable and fashionable terms in contemporary social sciences. In the first part I will elucidate the idea of civil
society by presenting its historical development, its functions and different
aspects of the phenomenon. The second concept is democratic consolidation, which will be defined, elaborated and placed in the context of the
topic by presenting theoretical discussions on the impact of civil society
on the consolidation of democracy. The model of political opportunities
which will be used for the analysis of Croatian and Serbian civil society
activities is the last concept to be expounded in this theoretical part of the
text.

Civil society
The term “civil society” usually refers to the “state-society” relations in a regime. It is considered to be a sphere in which there are active
citizens with the basic principle of freedom of association and solidarity.
In my opinion one of the best chronologies of the development of civil society is giving by Mary Kaldor (2003). She offers five different versions of
civil society that correspond with periods in the history of social ideas.
The first concept is civil society as societas civilis. This concept
encompasses the rule of law, zone of civility and reduction of violence. In
this concept it is impossible to separate state and civil society because
civil society as an area of policymaking is different from uncivil society or
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the state of nature. This is the historical state of ancient Greece and
Rome, the idea of civil society that can be found among scholars of consent theory.
The second concept of civil society is grounded in Marx’s and Hegel’s texts. This bourgeois version of civil society is a product of the
development of capitalism and the main actors are the market, individuals
and social organisations. All of these organisations are counterbalances
to the state.
The activist concept of civil society, as described in Kaldor’s book,
is inherent for the 1970s and the 1980s. This concept is described as a
post-Marxist and utopian version of civil society. Features can be summarised in the request for redistribution of the state’s power in order to
increase the level of democracy and spread the realm of political participation, and the main mechanisms are social movements.
Furthermore, the third version (neoliberal) of civil society, characteristic of the United States of America, is a version of laissez-faire
politics where there is a tendency towards decreasing state’s power. Civil
society is a set of citizens’ associations that help other citizens in solving
problems and replace some functions of the state (especially in the area
of social protection).
The last concept of civil society has a postmodern character. In
this version the main principle is toleration. Civil society is an arena of
pluralism, deliberation and different identities. In this stage of development of civil society there is a distinction between civil and uncivil society.
Bearing in mind the historical development of the idea of civil society, we are coming to the contemporary understanding of this concept.
There are numerous definitions accepted in the literature, and here I present some of them that emphasise different aspects of civil society.
The contemporary English philosopher Joan Keane sees civil society as an ideal type construction that describes a complex and dynamic
sphere of non-governmental organisations that have the tendency to be
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nonviolent, are self-organised and auto-reflexive. These organisations
have a specific relationship with the state which frames their actions
(1998).
Perhaps the most comprehensive, concise and analytically the
most appropriate definition for the terms of this topic is that by Philippe
Schmitter. 2 According to him, “civil society can be defined as a set or system of self-organised intermediary groups that: 1) are relatively
independent of both public authorities and private units of production and
reproduction, that is, of firms and families; 2) are capable of deliberating
about and taking collective actions in defence or promotion of their interests or passions; 3) do not seek to replace either state agents or private
(re)produces or to accept responsibility for governing the polity as a
whole; and 4) agree to act within pre-established rules of a “civil” nature,
that is, conveying mutual respect (Schmitter 1997: 240).
Briefly, there are four major functions of civil society, namely representation, socialisation, subsidiarity and watchdog function.
Representation is the first one in which civil society organisations articulate the interests and preferences of citizens and represent it before the
government or other executive agencies. The second function is socialisation. Civil society is an arena for learning the virtues important for
democracy, such as tolerance and collaboration. In the last 15 years, the
concept of social capital has become very popular in the social sciences.
Robert Putnam defines social capital as: “networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them” (Putnam 2000: 19).
Scholars such as Putnam consider nongovernmental organisations as
factories of social capital due to their ability to solve and/or understand
the problems that concern citizens. The function of subsidiarity is vital for

2

There is an academic discussion as to whether political parties should be considered part
of civil society (Gershman, 2004). For the purposes of this paper I will exclude political
parties from the concept of civil society.
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democracies as well. Governments, due to the large scope of their work,
do not have the time or resources (as well as knowledge or people) to
ensure their citizens all welfare needs, so they transfer their responsibilities to CSOs. The various problems are in this way solved at the lowest
possible level, and, due to the competence of CSO members, governments trust them. The last function is the watchdog function, whereby civil
society supervises the government, actually taking care that what they do
is in line with democratic practice. Civil society can challenge the abuses
of executive or legislative authority, and minimise arbitrary policies imposed by the state (Schmitter 2003).

Democratic consolidation
Due to the third wave of democratisation (described by Huntington) that happened in the 1970s, political scientists had a remarkable
opportunity to witness regime changes in the world. At that time, Dankwart Rustow founded a field of comparative politics called transitology. He
suggested that democratic transition can be understood as a compromise
between two competing groups in the autocratic regime (autocratic elite,
democratic proponents) when both realise the immanence of power sharing (Hague, Harrop, Breslin 2001: 48). In order to understand the path of
transformation from authoritarian regime to fully functioning democracy,
political scientists (O’Donnell, Schmitter and Whitehead 1986) elaborated
Rustow’s idea and introduced a phased model of transition that consists
of: 1) the end of autocratic regime; 2) institutionalisation of democracy; 3)
consolidation of democracy. In this paper, we are interested in the third
phase of democratic transformation – democratic consolidation.
Democratic consolidation is a political science concept that enjoys
no unanimous definition. As Andreas Schalder says about democratic
consolidation, “[…] nobody can be sure what it means to others, but all
maintain the illusion of speaking to one another in some comprehensible
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way” (1998: 36). Nevertheless, this term is usually defined as “initiation
and deepening democracy in a polity that was previously authoritarian”
(Mungiu-Pippidi 2005: 16).
Wolfgang Merkel (2008) adopted the distinction between positive
and negative consolidation and described the positive version by dividing
positive democratic consolidation into four levels according to the stages
that a state and society go through. He called level 1 constitutional consolidation. This refers to the establishment of the main political institutions
(parliament, government, president, and judiciary). He calls this level the
macro level: that of structures. Level 2 is representative consolidation,
where the focus is on interest representation and aggregation. The main
actors are political parties and interest groups, and they practise the
norms and rules established in level 1. This is the mesolevel. Level 3 (behavioural consolidation) “is where the informal actors operate – potentially
ones, such as armed forces, major land owners, capital business, and
radical movements group. […] Success with consolidation at levels 1 and
2 is crucial in deciding whether the informal political actors with potential
veto power will pursue their interests inside, outside, or against democratic norms and institutions” (Merkel 2008: 14). The last level is the
democratic consolidation of the political culture. It is here that civil society
starts to be consolidated; civic culture becomes a socio-cultural basis for
democracy. This microlevel is characterised by three balances: the balance between different ideological subcultures in society; among three
types of political culture (parochial, passive, participatory); and between
three values and norms as a result of the three types of political culture
(Merkel 2008 2009).
“Civil society contributes to but does not cause the consolidation of
democracy” (Schmitter 2003: 240). Civil society, due to its functions, can
help in consolidation of democracy because it is impartial and independent from the state, but it cannot take the role of the political regime that i s
responsible for democratic development. One of the functions is the
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watchdog function, which allows civil society to supervise government
and warns society if government does not act according to the laws.
Through the function of socialisation and learning civic virtues (social capital), civil society organisations educate citizens about the advantages of
democratic virtues (participation, toleration, deliberation) and help democracy to become “the only game in town”. Moreover, civil society helps
build identification for individuals with the political community by stimulating them to actively participate.
Figure 1 – Global trends in governance, 1800-2008 (suggests that the number of democracies is constantly rising, while there is decrease in the number of autocracies).

Source: http://www.systemicpeace.org/polity/polity1.htm

There is an open debate: is consolidated democracy a necessity
for efficient and vibrant civil society, or is efficient civil society a condition
for consolidation of democracy? From my point of view, the last assumption is the accurate one. I believe that society comes before the state, and
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no matter how authoritarian a regime, its people are the ones who have
the final word. I would argue that instability of authoritarian regimes and
their historical tendency towards democracy (see Figure 1) is the reason
why efficient civil society comes before the consolidation of democracy.
No matter how strict a regime was, over time it starts to democratise itself. In Figure 1 we can identify a general trend of an increasing number
of democracies, and a parallel decrease in authoritarian regimes, since
1800.
Likewise, lately we have witnessed regime change in Arab countries. In these countries authoritarian regimes were in power (to different
extents), and even though civil liberties and civil society were oppressed,
that did not prevent the mobilisation of people and social movements that
resulted in democratisation. These examples show how civil society can be
mobilised during authoritarian or semi-authoritarian regimes. In addition, if
we accept Merkel’s argument that consolidation starts with democratic institution-making, we see that civil society plays distinctive roles in later
processes.

Political opportunity structure
Political opportunity is a theory primarily used for the analysis of social movements which suggests that political opportunities are the main
factors that determine the success of some social movements. This is a political-procedural approach that observes the process of formation of some
social movements from beginning to end.
The most famous proponent of this theory is Sidney Tarrow, who
defines political structure as the “consistent – but not necessarily formal or
permanent – dimensions of the political struggle that encourage people to
engage in contentious politics” (1998: 85). Hence, he sees political opportunity as “dimensions of the political environment that provide incentives for
people to undertake collective action by affecting their expectation for suc-
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cess or failure” (Tarrow 1998: 85). The point is that when a political system
starts to be vulnerable, there is a group of people who sees the opportunity
to initiate some kind of political and/or social change. He introduces elites
as a vital factor of the contention in the analyses of social movements and
in that way introduces voluntarism as his approach. Tarrow argues that a social movement’s leaders interpret the complex social movement’s nexus
and promote it to the ordinary people.
This theory suggests that there has to be some breaking point,
some event that creates political opportunities that can be used. The metaphor that explains this theory is that of a window which is opened and
through which some actors jump into the room.

Regime change in the context of this article
I am adopting Merkel’s understanding of regime change (1999) as a process that consists of three general phases: the end of the authoritarian
regime, hybrid regime and consolidation of democracy. I argue that we can
define democratic transformation as a rejection of the authoritarian factors
of a hybrid regime. Hence, there has to be some kind of critical juncture
that opens the window for the beginning of the process of democratic consolidation. Here I introduce Tarrow’s concept of political opportunities.
Therefore, my argument goes in the direction that society has the ability to
influence the dynamic of democratic transformation. Certain authors abide
by a different approach, believing that a critical juncture is not enough for
the beginning of democratic consolidation (Pavlović, Antolić 2007). The
practical application of this approach will be demonstrated in the cases of
Croatia and Serbia.
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Serbia and Croatia: Time-space contextualisation
In the region of South-Eastern Europe, after the dismantling of Yugoslavia, some new countries were formed. These countries have
nominally become democracies overnight, while in reality many reminiscences of the former regime were still represented in the political and social
life. There are clearly differences and similarities between Croatia and Serbia which should be noted. Regarding similarities: besides the fact that
Croatia and Serbia were “predominantly agrarian and experienced only
partial modernisation and integration into the European market before the
foundation of the common Yugoslav state“ (Zakošek 2008: 590), both
countries had experience with command economy, self-management socialism and the preservation of revolutionary heritage. Hence, Croatia and
Serbia were faced with state-building and war approximately at the same
time. When it comes to differences, later we will see that Serbia in the
1990s was established by Milošević’s repressive apparatus and semi-legal
networks with radical right and left populism, while Croatia was a highly institutionalised semi-presidential country without extreme right and leftpopulism3 (Zakošek 2008: 509). Besides that, in Croatia there was more
political freedom (the approximate value of Freedom House's results on
civil liberties and political rights for Croatia in 1991-2000 was 4:4, while the
Serbian results were 6:5.54). Equally important is the difference in political
culture manifested in contentious politics. While in Croatia there were not
so many contentious actions in the early 1990s, Serbian civil society was
more active and organised several protests.
The bad financial situation enforced by nationalism and ethnic tensions caused an economic and political crisis in 1991 in both Croatia and
Slovenia, as elections were held and the communist party was defeated in

3 There was no extreme right as an autonomous political force in Croatia for a longer period of time because it was successfully integrated into the nationalist regime.
4www.freedomhouse.org/uploads/fiw/FIWAllScores.xls
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both countries. In Croatia, independence from Yugoslavia occurred in
1991; declared, after a referendum, by the parliament on June 25. In 1992
Franjo Tuđman won the first presidential elections, becoming the president
of Croatia, a function he held until 1999 when he died. At the same time,
Serbia remanded part of the country named the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia – FRY (with President Slobodan Milošević), though in 1992 it
changed its name to Serbia and Montenegro. Milošević, who had been
changing his positions as president of Serbia and president of FRY, governed until 2000, when he was defeated in the parliamentary elections.

Croatia: institutional and structural analysis of the Croatian political system (1990-2000)
There are open debates about the nature of the Croatian political
system in the last decade of the 20th century. Some consider it authoritarian (Pusić 1998), others believe that this is an exaggeration but that there
are some authoritarian elements (Kasapović 1999), while some (mostly
politicians attached to the Croatian Democratic Union) claim that in that
time period Croatia was nothing more and nothing less than a true democracy. I am of the opinion that Croatia in the 1990s was a type of defective
democracy where there were free and general elections but with a lack of
protection of human, civil or minority rights (Merkel 1999).
Mirjana Kasapović (2001) identifies four institutional features of the
key role of president. The first is harmony among the president and the
parliamentary majority. She argues that parliament was de facto legislature, and government the executive “service” of the president. The second
feature is the charismatic-clientelistic nature of the governing party (the
Croatian Democratic Union). The CDU was governing by buying support
with state positions, controlling the national broadcasting company, influencing the judiciary, misusing the national security agencies and limiting
liberal-democratic rights (especially minorities). The CDU surrounded them
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with veterans, communist political prisoners and refugees from Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Tuđman, Croatian president at that time and president of the
CDU, had strong charisma and presented himself as the founder of the independent Croatia which had given him a legitimacy to govern as he
wanted. The third feature of the key role of president was the lack of effective and efficient opposition due to the equation of the Croatian Democratic
Union with nationhood, which meant that everyone who was not with the
CDU was against Croatia. The last one is the structure of the actor (President Tuđman), who had a tendency towards expression and absolute
control (Kasapović 2001: 21-25).
The electoral system is indeed the most visible link between society
and the state. In the case of Croatia electoral law and electoral system
have been the subject of major change. In ten years (1990-2000) Croatia
had four main types of electoral systems. It had a majority electoral system
(absolute majority), in 1992 replaced by the segmented electoral system
(60 electorates) with D’Hondt’s method of calculation of mandates. In 1995,
just before the parliamentary elections, the CDU again changed the electoral system. They kept the segmented system, but it was modified. 5 The
last change happened in 2000, when Croatia introduced the proportional
electoral system as a method of electing representatives for the national
parliament. Even a person without any knowledge in psephology could notice that four changes in one decade is a sign that there is something
wrong in a political system of that kind. Hence, “there is no new democracy
in Central and East Europe where there were changes of electoral system
so often and so fundamental as in Croatia” (Kasapović 2001: 27). Consid-

5

The number of electorates was increased from 60 to 80, the representative segment was
decreased from 60 to 28 seats, and the threshold was increased from 3% to 5% (for coalitions of two parties 8%, for coalitions of more than two parties 11%). In addition, new
electoral unit – the diaspora – was introduced, with 12 seats, and the number of seats for
Serbian representatives was decreased from 13 to three (Zakošek, 2002).
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ering all these changes of electoral system, we can state with certainty that
Croatia at that time was not a consolidated democracy.
The Croatian polity in the 1990s was determined by the dominance
of the CDU, an example of a party that was created from the social movement that was demanding Croatian independence and nationhood. Another
important actor was the Social Democratic Party, which emerged out of the
old communist structure even though it lost the 1990 elections. Other types
of parties are those that have renewed some historical tradition of parties
(in Croatia the Croatian Peasant Party or the Croatian Party of Right) and
completely new political parties (like the Croatian People’s Party). Goran
Čular writes that in the period between 1989 and 2000 some 80 political
parties, were registered but only a few of them had any kind of influence in
politics. Furthermore, he argues that only five had a coalition potential (Čular 2001).
Franjo Tuđman and his modus operandi
Tuđman (1922-1999), a former communist general, and the first
president of the Republic of Croatia, was a central figure of the 1990s in
Croatia. In April and May 1990 the first multi-party elections took place, in
which the Croatian Democratic Union won more than 60% of seats and
Tuđman was appointed as the president of the Presidency of the Federal
Republic of Croatia. In 1992, after the change to the constitution, Tuđman
won direct presidential elections and officially became the president of Republic of Croatia. Five years later he again won the presidential elections.
He was in charge of Croatia during the war for independence. His political
orientation was demochristianity, with strong nationalistic connotations. 6
Tuđman’s regime had several characteristics. One of them was
strong anti-Serb resentment. He “rejected all power-sharing mechanisms
and privileged veto powers previously given to the Serbian minority in Cro6

Adapted from http://www.hdzusa.com/dr-franjo-tudman/zivotopis-dr-franje-tudmana/.
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atia” (Zakošek 2008: 598). Tuđman wanted to ethnically cleanse Croatia.
Serbs were discriminated against and marginalised, which resulted in the
formation of the so-called Krajna (a state in a state where there was a Serbian majority). From my point of view, the creation of this para-state can be
considered as the background of the Homeland War.
Tuđman had a very simple narrative: whoever was against a single
suggestion of his or the CDU was against Croatia. In the 1990s Serbs had
the status of state enemies. Crimes against Serbs or even a warning about
the marginalised position of Serbs in Croatia was unacceptable from the
perspective of the Croatian president (Veljak 2000). Human rights were not
a priority and, as Vrcan (1995 and 1999) wrote, there was no possibility of
winning elections with human rights policies. As for the opposition, the best
sentence to describe them in this period was written by Fisher & Bijelić
(2007): “One of the central questions for Croatia’s opposition during the
1990s was whether and to which extent to cooperate with the HDZ
[CDU]…” (55). Radical nationalism was among the main values of Croatian
society (Veljak 2000).
In 1995 the war in Croatia ended. As Croatia won, the circumstances slowly started to change. “The Croatian public started to distance itself
from the nationalism, as ordinary people no longer perceived any real treat
to the country’s existence” (Fisher & Bijelić 2007: 56). At that time the media slowly started to become freer and occasionally criticise the ruling party
and the president. While the national broadcast company and the most important daily newspapers still stayed under the government’s control, there
were some independent newspapers that dared to speak up against the
ruling party, the CDU.

was not liberal-democratic at that time and that civil society could not have
been fulfilling all of its roles. It is important to keep in mind two factors
about civil society in Croatia: the first is that the NGO sector had a big
problem with the ruling elite that was placing obstacles to the development
of the civil society. The CDU promoted a negative image of NGOs in public
as being the entities whose purpose was “subverting the Republic” (Fisher
& Bijelić 2007: 56). NGOs that were pro-democratisation and transparency7
were not usually taken seriously by the Croatian government and president. The second point was the lack of financial support from the state
towards the sphere of civil society. That was the reason why CSOs were
mostly financed by foreign donors.
When the war ended in 1995, civil society organisations started to
develop more quickly. Due to the decreased number of Serbs, it was more
difficult to use the fear of Serbia as a legitimisation for political moves.
Nongovernmental organisations started to be louder and more proactive. Even though their most common methods of reacting were just
writing letters of complaint and press conferences, these attempts created
an atmosphere for the later, more intensive, civil society actions. The beginning of coordination and structuralisation of civil society in Croatia can
be found in the seminar on elections and parties in Croatia (financed by the
Friedrich Neumann Stiftung) held in December 1998, where there were
discussions about the role of civil society in the Croatian political process
(from the interview with Ting Gazivoda).
The parliamentary elections were approaching. Tuđman was trying
to attract the support of voters when a revolutionary thing happened: for the
first time his public support was quite low. Considering that living standards
and pensions were low and that Tuđman and his party had been governing

Civil society in Croatia in the 1990s
The civil society arena in the early 1990s was very limited. In his
analysis (2000: 2) of Croatian civil society in the 1990s, Lino Veljak suggests the term “reduced civil society”. He emphasises that Croatian polity
51

7

There were some civil society organisations that were close to Tuđman and CDU, such as
the Humanitarian Organisation for the Children of Croatia, led by Tuđman’s wife Ankica,
and the Foundation of the Croatian State Vow, whose president was Tuđman’s closest
advisor Ivić Pašalić. In addition, various veteran associations supported the government.
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for the past ten years without significant improvement in social welfare,
people started to doubt Tuđman’s competence to assure a better life.
At the end of 1999 Tuđman died after a long illness. The party was
in chaos. Without any coordination and clear goals some groups became
even more extreme8 in society, resulting in defiance among people, especially civil society. By using Sidney Tarrow’s terminology (Tarrow 1998), we
can say that this was a signal to civil society that the political opportunity
structure had been changed. In the CDU there was fractionalisation among
the party elites, which moved their focus from the elections. Due to the
chaos in the party, the opposition saw their opportunity to take things into
their own hands.
In November 1999 six opposition parties signed the Declaration on
the Fundamental Direction of Post-Election Activity, which would be the
basis for the later government formation.
In the second half of the 1990s there were two civil initiatives,
namely Glas 99 and GONG, which I would argue were a vital incentive for
democratic consolidation. I will now briefly sketch their structure, goals,
methods and importance for democratic transition in Croatia.
9

Glas 99

Encouraged by the Slovakian pro-voting action “OK ’98”, civil society organisations in Croatia decided to try a similar thing. The problems
were that civil society was not recognised as something “appealing” in society and that these organisations had little money. In May 25 th 1999, 114
(later 25 more would join) nongovernmental organisations decided to form

a coalition which would participate in the electoral campaign with the (primary) goal of increasing the turnout in the elections in 2000. This was how
the “Civic Coalition for Free and Fair Elections”, or Glas 99, was established (“crisis of political, social and economic development of Croatia
binds citizens to help in conducting free and fair elections” – from the Bulletin of Glas 99).
One of the first strategies of Glas 99 was to make citizens aware of
the changes to the electoral law and their influences on the results delivered by the Croatian Democratic Union. The get-out-the-vote campaign
was run through “posters and billboards, radio jingles, TV advertisements,
as well as brochures, ﬂyers and rock concerts for young people. Some of
the Glas 99 materials focused solely on voter education, informing citizens
of who had the right to vote and why elections were important. It is noteworthy that Glas 99 began its pre-election campaign well before the
political opposition did” (Fisher, Bijelić 2007: 56). Even though the agreement within Glas 99 was that they would be impartial, my opinion is that
this did not prove to be the case. Criticisms of the current government were
common, and calls for change were often mentioned in public.10
Glas 99 had a remarkable and highly developed structure. A general assembly in which each organisation had one vote was the supreme
authority. The assembly elected four regional coordination committees
(four big Croatian regions) and set the main office that was in charge of coordination of the campaign, public relations and project funding. According
to Tin Gazivoda (interview with Tin Gazivoda), the main principle according
to which Glas 99 was acting was decentralisation, not only territorial, but
financial and project. Hence, the civil society organisations that signed the
citizens’ declaration for free and fair elections had the autonomy to write

8

It is interesting how fast all this was happening. Tuđman was admitted to hospital on
November 1st, at which point he stopped governing the country. In the 40 days he was in
hospital, he signed one document – the one announcing parliamentary elections (Orešić,
2010).
9
Glas – voice in Croatian.
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The anthem of the campaign was the song Novo vrijeme (New time), while the slogans
were “Circle and you win!”, “Happy New 2000!” and “Think with your head!”
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and do projects as they wished; the important thing was that they promoted
the democratic electoral process and mobilisation of voters.
Glas 99 was divided among the main groups in Croatian society.
The programmes were made up of four separate groups: focusing on
youth, women, environmental organisations and pensioners.11 The key
method of Glas 99 was the education. They aimed to make the electoral
process more transparent and closer to the citizens. They organised round
tables and debates among the candidates, but many politicians did not
want to participate. After seeing that Glas 99 had strong support and had
become very influential, the opposition started to stress the “friendship” of
the opposition and the civil society sector.
GONG12

In all, the results were fascinating. The campaigns of these two organisations succeeded in mobilising 64% of voters to go to the elections
(Galović, Rudež 2010). “The manipulation of the intelligence services and
the media, the authoritarian nature of the government […] led to progressive reduction in the popularity of the CDU.” (Bartlett 2003: 55) All of this,
emboldened by the structured and meaningful campaign of civil society actors, resulted in an opposition win. Ivica Račan became prime minister, and
Croatia, by electing the left option, stepped into the new phase of political
development – consolidation. But this was not all that Glas 99 and GONG
did; they helped in changing the negative image of civil society in Croatia
and emphasised the importance of civic education.

Serbia: polity, politics and the nature of the regime change

GONG was “established in February 1997 by a group of NGOs eager to address the inequities in Croatia’s electoral system.” (Jašić
2000:160) The organisation was established with the goals of mobilisation
of citizens for observation of elections, education of citizens about their civil
rights, securing the conditions for the running free and fair elections and
raising the level of public trust in the electoral process (ibid). According to
Jašić, GONG’s highest authority is the General Assembly, which elects the
executive board and president. GONG’s headquarters were (and still are)
in Zagreb, and in 1998 it had 13 regional offices. By successful lobbying
and organised actions (posters, seminars, commercials and personal contacts with politicians), GONG succeeded in its aim to have proposals for
free and fair elections adopted in electoral law. It should be mentioned that
GONG never joined Glas 99 because of the fear of being perceived as antiCDU.

If we accept the fact that the determination of the Croatian political
system in the 1990s was difficult, in Serbia it was doubly hard. Classification of the Serbian political regime between 1990 and 2000 is a true
challenge for political scientists.13 In this analysis I will consider Serbia in
the given time period as a hybrid regime, one with both democratic and authoritarian characteristics. My conclusion is based on the following facts: in
the 1990s Serbia had a constitution, separation of powers (the legislature,
the executive and judiciary), elections at a local and national level, as well
as a civil society. On the other hand, separation of powers was just nominal
(real power was concentrated in one person or one party), elections were
multiparty but not fair and completely free, and hence civil liberties were
often suspended and were not universal. Even though there was governmental control over the media and public administration, there was an
13

11

For more on this see the Bulletin of Glas 99.
12
GONG – Građani organizirano nadgledaju izbore, or “Citizens Organised to Monitor Voting”.
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Without going into discussion upon this, I will refer to several texts: Pavlović, Antonić,
2007; Molnar, 2008; Goati, 2002; Zakošek, 2008. The important feature that I would emphasise is that in Serbia in the 1990s there were several different “types of regime” (posttotalitarian, pseudo democratic and tyrannical – Molnar 2008: 123).
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opposition that could participate in parliamentary elections. Levitsky and
Way (2002) call regimes like this competitive (electoral) authoritarianism,
pointing out that it does not fulfil even the minimal requirements for being a
democracy. However, I will use the term “hybrid regime”, as a middle
ground between authoritarianism and democracy, due to the context of the
text.
What was the institutional organisation like in Serbia in the 1990s?
As mentioned previously, there were nominal democratic institutions but
they were under the influence of Milošević. Molnar (2008: 91) argues that
there were three dimensions of weaknesses in the Serbian parliament in
the 1990s: firstly, representatives were not independent, meaning Milošević
could change MPs from his party as he wished in order to assure complete
obedience. The second feature was the non-parliamentary activities of the
parliament. The parliamentary rule of procedures was suspended as it suited Milošević’s party, and parliamentary committees did not propose laws at
all. The third point that Molnar suggests seems somewhat controversial. He
sees the fact that 90% of the laws came from the government as a sign of
the weak parliament (2008: 91). However, today in most parliamentary systems government proposes around 90% of laws – the so called “90% rule”
(Hague, Harrop, Breslin 2001). For this reason, I would not interpret this
feature as a Serbian specificity. What I would agree to be problematic is
agenda-setting in Serbia in the 1990s, where there was no interpellation
and responses of the government members in parliament were limited.
As for the electoral system in Serbia in the 1990s, this was – as in
Croatia – subject to a great deal of change. The first electoral system after
the collapse of communism was “imposed” by the SPS. They introduced
the law which established from then onwards (for parliamentary elections in
1990) the Serbian political system as a two-round majority system (absolute majority). This type of electoral system favours major parties. The
opposition did not participate in this policy-making, so they had the feeling
that the electoral system was something external. In all subsequent elec54

tions (1992, 1993, 1997 2000) there was a proportional electoral system
with a threshold of 5% (Goati 2001). The idea of a shift from the majority
electoral system to proportional representation was to create greater convergence between electoral and parliamentary power.
Vujadinović points out the vast number of manipulations and electoral frauds committed by the SPS, who tailored electorates as they
wished; there was “regular fluctuation in the number of electoral districts”
(Vujadinović et al. 2003: 275) as well as “improving” electoral results.
Serbia is a country with a large number of parties. “By the end of
1990 around fifty parties were formed, at the beginning of 1996 that number had increased to 161, at the beginning of 2002 the number was around
250 and at the end of the same year it was more than 30” (Goati 2002: 9).
On its own this information does not say much, because one does not
know the real strength and influence of all those parties.
At the beginning of the 1990s there were three major questions in
the Serbian polity: the matter of the identity of the community, the character
of the state and the territorial definition of the country. Upon those questions we could identify two main cleavages in the Serbian political life that
influenced the party system. The first is the ethnic cleavage, which basically differentiated “citizens” from “ethnic Serbs”. The consequence of the
claim that “Serbia is a country of Serbs” was discrimination and marginalisation of the ethnic minorities on the territory of Serbia. This ideology,
supported by a strong belief in religion and a sort of limited communication
with the rest of the world, was characteristic of the Socialist Party of Serbia
(SPS) and the Serbian Radical Party (SRP) – the two parties that formed
all the governments in the 1990s. The second pole was the citizen version,
which argued in favour of ethnic and religious tolerance and democracy. It
is important to note that besides these two parties, there was no fixed position of parties upon this question. Parties swung from one pole to the other
depending on the current situation in society, but this cleavage has always
been present in the Serbian polity.
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The second cleavage was about the difference in favouring the regime. The SPS was the reformed League of Communists Serbia (SKS). At
the beginning of the 1990s they still favoured the concept of worker selfmanagement, distribution of goods and joint ownership – the leftovers of
communism. Besides the SPS, the SRP had the same economic orientation. This was the first pole of the second cleavage. The second pole was
anti-systemic. Parties at this pole were arguing in favour of the liberal market and dropping the communist heritage. The Democratic Party of Serbia
(DPS) were the most prominent at this pole (Goati 2002).
According to Florian Bieber (2003), opposition in the 1990s in Serbia was fragmented into three different streams (extreme nationalists,
democratic nationalists and reform-oriented parties). Other features were:
the lack of internal democracy (domination of party leaders), the lack of distance from the regime (cases of swing parties), the lack of real political
power (the governing party has not consulted the opposition about relevant
political questions), and no effective answer to the “National Question” (7982)
In short, the governing parties were pro-socialism, supporting distribution of goods and nationalism, while the opposition were arguing in
favour of democracy, market economy and resolving the Serbian national
question (What is Serbia – a heterogeneous country of all the citizens living
on its territory, or a country of Serbs?).
Milošević and his way of governing
Slobodan Milošević (1941-2006) governed Serbia for 13 years
(1987-2000), and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia for eight (1992-2000)
(Molnar 2008: 168). At the beginning of his presidential career he seemed
to be a president who would embrace democratic values and allow pluralism in the country, but over time things started to change. Authors (Molnar
2008 or Goati 2002) believe that there were three phases of Milošević’s
governance. The first was post-totalitarian, where he was using the unclear
55

conditions after the fall of communism to impose his own will. Over time his
regime started to be something resembling electoral authoritarianism. At
this stage Milošević and his SPS controlled the economy, influenced the
media and did not allow true practising of civil liberties. The last phase, tyranny, was the period between September 24 th and October 5th 2000, when
despite his loss in the elections Milošević tried to stay in power (ibid).
Milošević was a charismatic leader who enjoyed popular support. If
I have to identify the overall characteristics of his regime, there seem to be
five: namely populism, clientelism, charismatism, nationalism and corruption. As Zakosek emphasises, “Using Kosovo Serb dissatisfaction, he
mobilised a broad nationalist protest movement, the so-called antibureaucratic revolution, in the form of officially instigated mass rallies and
movements” (Zakošek 2008: 593). The fact that in the 1990 presidential
elections Milošević got 20% more votes than his party the same year in
parliamentary elections, and almost 46% more votes in the 1992 elections
(Goati 2002: 21) demonstrates his charisma and popular support. In the
first half of the 1990s, Serbs saw Milošević as a person who would regain
Serbian glory and allow the prosperity of the country. He often used demagogic rhetoric to mobilise Serb nationalism by promoting the idea that all
Serbs should live in the same country. This was one of the main motives of
the war, because Milošević wanted to keep a reduced Yugoslavian state
under Serbian control (Zakošek 2008:594) just in order for all Serbs to live
in one state. Moreover, he did not use this nationalistic impulse to
strengthen the economy and stimulate foreign trade and in that way further
the Serbian economic situation. If we add “the propaganda which built up
tendencies towards dysphoric rumination, exaggerated perception of conspiracy” (Rahmet 2010: 291) and the lack of true opposition with the strong
brain drain, we can get a picture of the conditions of Serbian society in the
first half of the 1990s.
The economic situation in Serbia in the 1990s was devastating.
From 1992-1995 Serbia was under a UN embargo due to the war in Bosnia
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and Herzegovina and Croatia, GDP was decreasing and the grey economy
was around 50% of GDP. With his great political and economic power Milošević could basically do whatever he wanted. One of the characteristics
of his regime was the incredibly high level of corruption. This corruption,
inflation of about 313%, reduction of pensions and the huge spending on
the war that Serbia was waging caused great dissatisfaction (Molnar 2008:
162).
The civil society sphere in Serbia and the fall of Milošević
The structure of civil society in Serbia at the beginning of the 1990s
was highly complex. On the one hand, there was a powerful dictator who
did not allow opposing opinions, values and methods other than his, but on
the other hand, there was a different world consisting of numerous CSOs
that were promoting civil and human rights and education fighting against
war. All this nationalistic and populist rhetoric was the cause for forming
“another Serbia”, a counterbalance to Milošević’s authoritarianism. That
other side of the Serbian polity would later play an important role in the dethroning of Milošević. However, as Florian Bieber notes: “actors of civil
society concerned with democratisation suffered from pronounced structural weaknesses” (Bieber 2003: 82).
Like every pro-democratic actor in Serbia, CSOs had to struggle for
their existence. The state provided hardly any funding to civil society organisations, which were considered anti-state actors. “State-controlled media
issued nationalistic and xenophobic propaganda and systematically bashed
the democratic opposition and all the other democratically-minded activists.
The ultimate goal of this type of propaganda was to discredit democratic
forces in the eyes of the public by labelling them as collaborators and traitors, thereby disqualifying them from political and public life” (Minić, Dereta
2007: 81).
As mentioned earlier, Serbia (as opposed to Croatia) is a country
with a contentious tradition. The reason for that claim can be found in the
56

fact that there were “seven waves of significant protest during the rule of
Milošević: antiregime protests, March 1991; student protests, June-July
1992; the opposition Vidovdan assembly, June 1992; protests against electoral fraud, November 1996-February 1997; student protests, November
1996-March 1997; antiregime protests, Fall 1999; protests against election
fraud and for a change of power, September-October 2000” (Bieber 2003:
83). Even though those protests failed, the reason was the inability of the
opposition to challenge the regime on the basis of these protests (Bieber
2003: 83).
For instance, in 1997 there were two parallel protests, one from the
opposition side (Đinđić, Drašković etc.) and the other by students with almost the same nominal goal – better quality of life for Serbs, and less
oppression. But I believe that the main reason for these protests was the
fact that Milošević refused to accept the defeat on the local elections in
1996. This protest was an example of civil disobedience of citizens towards
the corrupted state apparatus, defending general suffrage and the electoral
process. This example shows that, even though democracy was very fragile in Serbia, people were able to act and get what they wanted. In the end,
Milošević accepted the results of the local elections, which would later turn
out to be the beginning of his end. I would suggest that there were two vital
civil society formations that helped in the regime change and bringing Milošević down. Those are the student movement Otpor and a Serbian
counterpart of the Croatian Glas 99 and Izlaz 2000.
Otpor, a synonym for democracy in Serbia, was firstly created as a student social movement in 1998 when Milošević proposed a law that drastically decreased the autonomy of the university which the students
protested against. To put this student protest into context: Serbia lost the
war in Croatia in 1995, ICTY set the issue of indictment against Milošević,
and the outbreak of the Kosovo conﬂict led to NATO air strikes against Yugoslavia in March 1999. Serbia was at that time in political and economic
isolation. The embargo was imposed; reductions in electricity and constant
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bombing lasted for almost 80 days, proving devastating for the people of
Serbia.
In 2000, CSOs came under serious attack for being national enemies and NATO collaborates. Several months after the war against NATO
it seemed that Milošević had increased his power. People were confused,
tired and exhausted. It was clear that Milošević would not give up his position as president.
At that time Otpor started to prepare its actions for bringing Milošević down. They began to train activists for the political struggle, writing
projects for foreign donors and making people sensitive to the concept of
regime change. Otpor began to mobilise people and to run a campaign
against Milošević. It was not a traditional political party, but a movement
that often engaged in unconventional activities. Activities included displaying an effigy of Milošević which passers-by could punch after paying one
dinar; or painting red footsteps on the pavement which they claimed to be
Milošević’s bloodied steps, leaving office for the final time (BBC 2000). It
continued directly addressing the president during the presidential campaign in 2000, when it launched its campaign called Gotov je! (He’s done!)
and came to be widely credited for its role in ousting Milošević. Slowly, the
movement started to infiltrate society with numerous performances, protests, flyers.
Milošević became the main culprit for the situation in which Serbia
found itself. The media, especially ANEM14 and local TV stations, started to
broadcast short clips against Milošević .The atmosphere in society was
contentious, with sudden widespread euphoria and optimism. The people
wanted a change. An interesting note is that every day at 7.30 pm, when
the pro-regime daily informative programme was starting on national television, people started to beat pots with spoons. By doing this they have

14Association of Independent Electronic Media.
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demonstrated their dissatisfaction with Milošević and his regime (interviews
with Serbian people living in that time in Serbia).
It became clear as the elections were approaching that the citizens
had to understand that it was they who would win against Milošević and
that all citizens should have the chance to clearly say what kind of future
they wanted for themselves and for their children. Having recognised this,
the civil society sector’s primary goal became that of restoring citizens’ trust
in the importance of their votes, of convincing them that every vote counts
and of re-establishing their faith in the ability of the people to win democratic change (Minić, Dereta 2007: 86). That was the goal of the Izlaz 2000
campaign.
This campaign, inspired by the Croatian and Slovak example, had
the goal of mobilising people to get out and vote. Focuses of the campaign
were rural areas and women voters. Around 150 civil society organisations
signed the declaration that bound them to participate in a political, but nonpartisan campaign that would increase the number of citizens actively
participating in the electoral process and enable citizens to better understand the electoral process.
At the presidential elections in 2000, September 24 over 71% of citizens cast their votes, giving a clear victory to the democratic candidate
Vojislav Koštunica (50.24%) over the incumbent Slobodan Milošević
(37.15%) (Official Gazzet 2000). At first Milošević did not want to accept his
loss, but that changed on October 5th 2000. I believe we can consider that
date to be the beginning of the consolidation of democracy in Serbia. At
that date the protests against Milošević cumulated. People went onto the
streets of Belgrade, but not only the people of Belgrade. Several hundred
thousand protesters from all over Serbia arrived in Belgrade to protest. Unlike previous protests, there was no large-scale police crackdown, as police
realised that Milošević was no longer their chief officer and refused to beat
and arrest demonstrators. The parliament building was partially burned during the protests. This protest is known by the name “Bulldozer Revolution”
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because the protesters used a wheel loader in order to take over the national broadcast company (RTS). When the RTS, the fortress of Milošević,
fell down that was a sign that Milošević’s regime had lost the power and
legitimacy. Two days later, Slobodan Milošević resigned.
In conclusion, in 2000 political parties were weak, unable to mobilise people. From 1998, however, there was a general opinion in society
that something had to be changed. Civil society saw its opportunity in that,
starting to mobilise the rest of society. Thus, they created an environment
where political parties could call for elections, and they succeeded in this in
July when Milošević decided to set early elections for September. Tarrow
(1998) would call that “creating of political opportunities”. Political parties
saw their chance in this and used it, but Milošević tried to “steal elections” –
unsuccessfully. Civil society actions, mainly organised by the members of
Otpor that later mostly became members of the Democratic Party, are the
best example of how important a role active and organised civil society can
play in democratisation.

Analysis and arguments
As we have seen, there were similar types of regime in Croatia and
Serbia; the difference was in its character. While in Croatia Tuđman’s regime was more focused on the Serbs and the limitation of their numbers in
Croatia, in Milošević’s Serbia, according to Freedom House (2011), civil
liberties in general were almost suspended and political rights limited.
While this is true, in both countries there was a more or less vibrant civil
society. In Serbia civil society was more active and visible to the extent that
some authors (Bieber 2003; Minic, Dereta 2007) talk about the “other Serbia”, a sphere of social movements and active civil society organisations
independent from Milošević’s rule. In Croatia, on the other hand, civil society during the 1990s was not so visible, due to Tuđman’s personal dislike
and fear of it. Hence, Croatia is known for its uncontentious tradition (Veljak
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2000). However, in both countries civil society prepared the grounds for the
first change of government.
Due to the weak opposition and the lack of innovative policy solutions in Croatia, there was no real political alternative to the CDU. All of this
was supported by nationalistic rhetoric, which glorified Croatia and Croats.
In these conditions civil society had a restricted opportunity to act. Nevertheless, civil society played a vital role in the democratisation of Croatia, as
it seems to me that it created political opportunities for the regime to
change. Considering that there was no other institution that was independent from the state and the CDU but civil society, it had the opportunity to
act in order to change political situation.
Civil society’s intentions were empowered by the death of Tuđman,
when the state apparatus (basically the CDU) became more repressive towards the opposition and (civil) society. I would argue that the Tuđman’s
death was the critical juncture for the beginning of the true consolidation of
democracy. His death created and caused chaos due to his role in the
Croatian state and society. When such an omnipresent figure with considerable power and authority is not in the polity any more, people get
confused. Civil society actors at that time doubled their efforts in order to
mobilise the Croatian public to get out and vote. The results were fascinating, looking retrospectively. Croatia started its negotiations with the
European Union, its GDP started to grow,15 and the country’s international
reputation improved.
15 Račan’s government ruled Croatia for three years. Even though during that time there
was economic stagnation, the results of the efforts of this government were visible afterwards. In spite of the CDU’s attempt to present the growth in GDP as due to them, it was
the previous government that was to credit. “Once one of the wealthiest of the Yugoslav
republics, Croatia’s economy suffered badly during the 1991-95 war as output collapsed
and the country missed the early waves of investment in Central and Eastern Europe that
followed the fall of the Berlin Wall. Between 2000 and 2007, however, Croatia’s economic
fortunes began to improve slowly, with moderate but steady GDP growth between 4%
and 6% led by a rebound in tourism and credit-driven consumer spending. Inflation over
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All those results enabled Croatian politics to enter a phase of democratic consolidation. After Stjepan Mesić won the presidential elections in
February 2000 the constitution changed, which consequentially transformed Croatia from a semi-presidential into a parliamentary system.
Moreover, there was no longer such a strong influence of one person on
politics (as was the case with Tuđman), so we could say that Croatia started to be more institutionalised in terms of its checks and balances system.
In addition, people realised that they were the ones who had the power to
change the government if the government does not act according to their
wishes. According to Merkel’s phases of democratic consolidation and
Schmitter’s definition, the changes in Croatia after 2000 bring me to the
conclusion that with the government change Croatia entered a new phase
of maturing democracy – democratic consolidation.
Serbia was a country under a strict and authoritarian president
whose goal was to create one country for all Serbs. Milošević’s regime was
characterised by electoral fraud, limitations on the media, clientelism and a
catastrophically bad economic situation (Molnar 2008). Another equally important feature of the 1990s was weak and fragmented opposition, but vivid
and active civil society. The synthesis of those two factors, as I am about to
show, led to the collapse of Milošević’s regime.
It was interesting to see the public discourse change in Serbian society after 1997. Until that time, Milošević was the unquestionable leader of
Serbia, a popular figure who enjoyed great public support. But over time
this image started to fade. After the student protests of 1996/97 which followed decreased university autonomy, Milošević started to be perceived
more negatively (as stated in interviews). I believe that was the critical juncture in society that would later result in a critical juncture in the state. At this
time, people realised that Milošević was a demagogue who could not (or

the same period remained tame and the currency, the kuna, stable” (CIA – The World
Factbook).
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did not know how to) solve the critical economic crisis in the country which
people wanted to be solved. Civil society, as a more coordinated part of
overall society, saw its chance in that perception change. They started to
train, to learn and to organise the way to mobilise national masses in order
to bring Milošević down. We have to bear in mind that this was a time of
absolute resignation. There was no hope, no motivation for political struggle, for entering elections or attempting to change the political system.
This was the role of civil society: to mobilise people, to initiate civic
participation; and that was exactly what civil society in Serbia did. Influenced by the Croatian and Slovak example, but also by their previous
experience in protesting, they organised numerous actions with one goal –
to mobilise people. Perhaps the best example of their success on the microlevel was that people were beating pots every time during the central
news in the national broadcasting company as a way of expressing their
dissatisfaction with Milošević and his regime.
Civil society in the case of Serbia was responsible for changing the
attitude towards political action. Opposition parties, scattered, undecided
and unable to present their policy options, used this new situation and won
the elections. However, Milošević tried to dispute the electoral results, and
then civil society then showed all its strength, almost literally dethroning
him. Similarly to the death of Tuđman in Croatia, in Serbia the critical juncture for allowing the consolidation of democracy was Milošević’s loss in the
elections. This allowed Serbia to begin its transformation into a stable
democratic country with limited leftovers from authoritarian regime. However, it is debatable whether Serbia entered the last phase of democratic
transformation. After the end of Milošević’s era the public administration
was still crowded with his people. Despite that, my opinion is that without
bringing Milošević down it would not have been possible even to exit the
hybrid regime Serbia was during his governing. Moreover, October 5 th 2000
definitely showed that democracy was in the minds of people and that society realised that the ultimate power was in their hands (as seen in protest
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actions such as the boycott of RTS News etc.). For me, this is enough reason to call Serbia a country that had entered democratic consolidation.
There are two points I need to elaborate in order to conclude this
analysis: to specify the concrete functions of civil society in 1999/2000 and
to answer the question of why it was civil society, and not some other factors, that aided democratic consolidation the most.
Regarding the first point; in Croatia, as noted, the opposition was
weak and civil society was an instrument of strengthening democracy. The
opposition parties used the political opportunities that civil society actors
developed and won the elections. Their role was merely secondary. I would
argue that people voted for the opposition because they realised they
wanted a change. Hence, they did not vote for the coalition, but voted
against the CDU and Tuđman. Civil society helped people understand their
role in the Croatian polity and the fact that they were the creators of the political scene.
On the other hand, in Serbia the story is a little more complex. Opposition in Serbia was an anti-system option. Even though it was weak and
fragmented, their position was well known. They were against Milošević’s
way of governing, mostly pro-Europe and supporting political liberties.
People in Serbia were aware of their existence, but were not motivated because it seemed that Milošević’s regime was omnipresent. Hence, all
protests organised by society, as shown earlier, were unsuccessful. Over
time, civil society realised that coordination and organisation are vital for
success. The result of this realisation was successful overall mobilisation
and a return of trust in politics among Serbs. This is where the first part of
the function of mobilisation of Serbian civil society ends. Later, when the
opposition realised that people were more interested in politics, civil society
took a more instrumental function. The opposition won the elections, Milošević refused to admit it, and the opposition called upon the people to
demonstrate. The people, at that time eager for change and revenge
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against Milošević, answered the opposition’s call and brought Milošević
down.
These two roles in the context of political change (the role of mobilisation and the instrumental role) are two possible missions of civil society
in the phases of transition. These roles encompass a vital task of civil society – to be a link between the state and the society.
The last question in this analysis that should be answered regards
explanation of the reason why precisely civil society played such a crucial
(mobilisation or instrumental) role in Croatia and Serbia. I will provide two
possible explanations.
The first explanation comes from the contextual perspective of civil
society in Croatia and Serbia at the end of the 1990s. The point of view of
society was limited; the political culture would correspond to Almond and
Verba’s (1963) second type – subjective political culture. Under these conditions, I suspect that only civil society could be an internal factor for
imposing social and political change towards democratic consolidation. In
other words, civil society as a structure was the most efficient factor for
several reasons.
The first reason is the well-structured organisation which civil society organisations in Serbia and Croatia had. They were well organised, with
clear divisions of roles and goals. Their strategies were highly developed
and they knew the pulse of the people. Because of that they knew how to
organise campaigns that were publicly accepted and efficient in their goals.
Secondly, they were learning from the experience of their foreign colleagues. In the case of Croatia, that was Slovakia and their get-out-andvote campaign OK 98, and Serbians also learned from Croats and Slovaks.
This international component is important because, as mentioned earlier,
society in general was closed to foreign influences due to the nature of regimes in Croatia and Serbia. Civil society ultimately saw its chance, taking
the opportunity and changing (directly or indirectly) the regime.
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The second explanation of why it was civil society that played such
a vital role in bringing Tuđman and Milošević down is found in its position
regarding the political regime. Hence, the civil societies in Croatia and Serbia were independent from the state; moreover, they suffered from a lack of
financing (civil society organisations gained most of their funding from
abroad) and inadequate legal protection. I think this independent position of
government towards civil society was beneficial for civil society and its
goals in general. They knew they could not have much to lose, so they
were willing to take a risk and organise (more or less direct) actions for
change of government. Without being under the influence of the government they could fulfil their watchdog function better. The inherent function
of the ideal-type of civil society – to protect society from authoritarianism –
was realised in Croatia and Serbia.

Conclusions
After decades of being in one state and the collapse of that state,
Croatia and Serbia became enemies, and despite their wish for independence and insisting more on differences rather than similarities, their political
development was (and still is) similar. However, there were some significant differences in the way democratic transformation happened. These
differences are important in order to comprehend the political dynamics
and the essence of the current political system in Croatia and Serbia. In
this article I focused on one of the segments – civil society.
In the article I used Tarrow’s simplified concept of political opportunities
structure and applied it to regime change in Serbia and Croatia. I wanted to
see whether it is possible to observe two regimes from the perspective of
political opportunities and analyse political change focusing on critical juncture. I showed that both in Croatia and Serbia there was a critical point that
was important for breaking with the old regime and which opened the door
to democratic consolidation. In Croatia the death of President Tuđman al61

lowed more democratic procedures in politics and consequently made the
polity more stable in a democratic sense. In Serbia, the same happened
with the protests in 1997, where the critical juncture came when civil society actors realised that the time for change had come. All actions and
dissatisfaction of civil society culminated on October 5th 2000, when the
energy of civil society burst, showing all its strength in demonstrations
against Slobodan Milošević. The result of this was his announcement of
election loss and allowing Serbia to become more democratic.
My hypothesis was that civil society was powerful enough to enhance democratic consolidation due to its structure and organisation. Civil
society in Serbia and Croatia was efficient and determined in its intention to
making the two countries more democratic. Due to the fact that its organisations were among the rare institutions not under the control of the state
apparatus, they could act freely.
The political opposition, an actor that usually has the biggest impact
on democratic consolidation, played a different role in Croatia than in Serbia. While in Croatia the opposition was more passive, in Serbia it saw the
opportunity civil society created by mobilising people against Milošević’s
regime and involving them more actively in the campaign against him. The
result was obvious – Milošević was not president any more after his loss in
the elections, despite his attempts to ignore the will of people.
In conclusion, this analysis has shown that civil society was a pivotal factor in the democratisation of two countries of the Western Balkans.
From the examination of the structure and the position of civil society in
Serbia and Croatia as well as the nature of the regime (change), we were
able to infer the features of civil society that helped in that change. Hence,
we saw the position of the opposition in the political system of Croatia and
Serbia and observed its role at the beginning of democratic consolidation.
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ABSTRACT
The paper describes the institutional framework of the not-for-profit sector
in the Czech Republic and sheds light on the three key factors affecting the present state of and activities of the civil society in the Czech Republic today: the
neglect of traditions, the absence of a clear definition of the term “public benefits”
and the ways in which the not-for-profit sector is financed. Four questions are answered within this paper: What is civil society and what principles characterise it?
What path has the process of evolution of civil society in post-communist countries
followed? Where is civil society placed on the spectrum between state and private
institutions? What degree of confidence does civil society enjoy among citizens
themselves?
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We all have an idea about what the term “not-for-profit” encompasses. Rather than presenting a new definition of the term, this paper
aims to pose a number of important questions which arise in the context of
the rebuilding of the not-for-profit sector in post-communist countries: What
is a not-for-profit organisation and what principles characterise it? What
path has the process of evolution of civil society in post-communist countries followed? Where is the not-for-profit sector placed in the spectrum
between state and private institutions? What degree of confidence does the
not-for-profit sector enjoy among citizens themselves? Since there is not
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enough room within this paper to address each of these questions individually, they will provide a framework for us to refer to and explore.
The hypothesis proposed here is that the communist past is merely
the stereotypical – always so readily available – explanation used when
trying to rationalise why the current development of the not-for-profit sector
is so unsatisfactory in so many ways. In other words, both the formation of
the not-for-profit sector and its present shape are influenced by a number
of factors, each more important than the communist past itself. There are
economic, institutional and political aspects. However, in my opinion, the
key issues – in the Czech setting at least – are the neglect of traditions, the
absence of a clear definition of the term “public benefits” and the ways in
which the not-for-profit sector is financed.
While verifying this hypothesis, the issue of which institutions are part
of the not-for-profit sector will not be called into question. However, given the
manner in which this sector operates in the Czech Republic at present, the
question arises whether it really can be a means to building a civil society.
In her 2008 paper for the journal International Political Science Review, the
political scientist Vladimíra Dvořáková observed that the monographs on
the topic of civil society in CEE published over the last ten years point to an
issue common to all countries of the region – that of the dilemma of reinvention versus imposition (Dvořáková 2008). What then are the limitations
of a civil society which oscillates between rebuilding itself, i.e. using its own
potential and driving force, and implementing thoughts that are foreign to
the post-communist settings and as such hard to accept?

Concepts of civil society
Civil society is, no doubt, characterised by civil ethos, concern and
interest in general well-being. For a citizen, the object of obligation is not
his family, community or political party, but society as a whole. Contemplation of the concept of civil society dates back to Aristotle. It is a translation of the Greek “koinonia politike”, a term which placed emphasis upon
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the basic identity between the ruling and the ruled, between community and
state. The manner in which it operates nowadays started to develop in the 18th
century, hand in hand with liberalism. This was supposed to provide a social
space where the new types of unions and associations which were coming
into existence could assert themselves, independent of the absolutist power of monarchy or radical republicans. Freedom of association was seen as
a fundamental condition for the existence of any modern society.
Without going into detailed explanations of the concept of civil society, let us expand upon this term and the term “social capital”. Social
capital (Doležalová 2008b: 112-113) tends to be defined rather vaguely, but
most will agree that it relates to social bonds, which facilitate coordination and
cooperation between people. It is usually defined as a sum total of informal
commitments which are not as easily “countable” as other types of capital,
or as the sum of the current and potential resources which individuals can
use thanks to their relationships with others. Its volume is deter-mined by
the size of the network of acquaintances that an individual can mobilise for
his/her own use and by the size of the economic and cultural capital of individual members of this network. The profits derived from this social
capital strengthen the group’s solidarity and take on the shape of quid pro
quo. Social capital is an investment by the members of the dominant class
in maintaining and reproducing group solidarity and protecting their dominant position. It is a social resource which creates connections between
individuals and enables them to achieve mutual goals more efficiently. Social capital’s constituent parts are either structural in nature (e.g. social
networks) or they are socio-cultural (generalised trust, norms of reciprocity,
attitudes and values).
Civil society, in the simplest definition of the term, is an area of organised social life which occupies the space between individuals (i.e.
private, market organisations) and political (i.e. state) institutions. Given the
current usage of the term “social capital”, there are two basic approaches
to understanding civil society – socio-cultural and institutional. Two crucial
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differences can be identified between them. Firstly, the former considers
the main source of social capital to lie in the forming of associations, which
are independent of the state and political institutions, whereas the latter asserts that the creation of social capital is strongly linked to formal political
institutions. Secondly, proponents of the social-cultural approach assume
that the local, regional and national patterns of social capital (and by extension of civil society) have been formed by historical factors over many
centuries and are firmly rooted. In contrast, those who advocate the institutional approach stress that social capital can only develop if it is affiliated
to formal state institutions. In simple terms, the socio-political concept emphasises voluntary autonomous organisations with activity stemming from
the membership base, while the institutional concept gives importance to
the nature of the ruling regime and the rules it creates (Stachová 2008).
Both approaches attribute the key role within civil society to associations.
Theory differentiates between two main types of associations: community
associations and professional associations.
Within community associations, individuals come together on the
basis of where they live, the reference group being people who meet in
their everyday lives. Professional associations are based on mutual professsional interests and the reference group consists of people of the same
profession or estate (of the realm). This category can then be further subdivided into voluntary and corporative, whereby the essence of corporative
associations is compulsory membership, determined by a certain characteristic and, above all, a monopoly position in a field. From the historical
point of view, community and professional association played variable
roles, i.e. either of the two may have become prevalent in different countries at different times.
The role of institutional conditions may be given greater or lesser
weight, but it is clear that the social networks which a protagonist goes
through play a fundamental role in the creation of their social capital. These
social networks include those formed on the basis of voluntary association,
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since even there trust is built and reciprocity generated, and this in turn facilitates coordination and communication among the protagonists. Although
the creation of social capital is associated with all social networks (family,
work, community), the ability of voluntary organisations to produce this capital is crucial. Being a member or participating in voluntary associations has
important social consequences, in the shape of gaining a social education
and influencing the public sphere. It also has institutional consequences,
such as the opportunity to express one’s opinion and represent one’s interests more efficiently. From the protagonist’s point of view it is the opportunity to self-identify and find recognition that is the most significant. NGOs
offer alternative ways of participating in the life of society and finding selffulfilment to those commonly available through the formal routes. This is
thanks to their social, political and economic functions.
NGOs are thus in a position to play a whole range of roles within
society:
 They provide services which are not-for-profit in their nature outside
the state framework (e.g. the social sphere, healthcare, ecology, leisure), often taking into account the minority and individual needs of the
population;
 They can provide space for public activities outside the political framework and, most importantly, according to the citizens’ interests with
regards to the subject matter or region;
 They can initiate changes and new trends and be bearers of moral/ethical values;
 They enable an individual to lead life as part of a community, form associations with the aim to defend mutual interests and share fates and
mutual values.
It is a commonly accepted notion that an individual’s willingness to
cooperate corresponds with their reward for the work. It is much less readily accepted, however, that the degree of cooperation increases even when
the participants find out that others are getting greater rewards thanks to
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cooperation with them. It even increases in cases when public property is
involved, which is indivisible, and when individual members/participants
receive an amount towards the activity of the group. This is due to the existence of a mechanism which makes people cooperate without the use of
force. It is the feeling that the activity of an individual can influence the outcome of the group’s work, and that is why he/she considers it effective.
Producing a feeling of effectiveness is thus a challenge that applies even to
NGOs, which are often faced with the view that many people will not contribute to a cause since they do not believe that their money will reach
where it is intended or that a small amount will make any difference.
Attempts to define NGOs and their sphere of activity today are varied. The debated points include the name (in Czech it contains a double
negative: non-state non-profit organisations), the meaning of the term civil
society, and deciding on what characteristics an organisation needs to display so that it can be classified as non-profit. The “structural-operational”
definition is the most commonly cited today and was formulated by Lester
M. Salamon (Salamon and Anheier 1997). It holds that an NGO must be
institutionalised to a degree, private, not distribute profit, self-governing and
based on volunteering. From the point of view of civil society and the driving forces of its dynamics, this definition needs to be completed by some
additional information in order to answer the question of where civil society
is placed on the spectrum between state and private institutions. In his definition, Salamon does not expand upon the word “private” in order to deal
with the issue of competition, which all NGOs are exposed to. They are, in
fact, faced with having to function within two (fully) competitive markets: the
market in which they offer their goods and services, and the market in
which they acquire their financial resources. Another point, not sufficiently
stressed by Salamon’s definition, is that of respecting the freedom of others
(Doležalová 2008b: 124).
The fact that an NGO is private, self-governing and voluntary places
it within the private sector. The “not distribute profit” part of the definition
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causes difficulties and misunderstanding when NGOs are studied and
evaluated. If an organisation does not distribute its profits by law, this does
not mean that it cannot create them! In addition, profit in NGOs can manifest itself in ways other than financial (material) values. As free-market
institutions, NGOs use profit as the main indicator of their efficiency, even
though the price is neither the decisive nor the only criterion for an efficient
allocation of resources. They obtain vital signals for their work both in advance, from their customers and by searching for areas of unmet demand,
and ex post facto by looking at their profits, the increase of the number of
their clients etc. It is only when compassion, empathy and altruism (all anchored in appreciation of and respect for the freedom and rights of others)
are added to the characteristics defining a NGO that we arrive at an overall
understanding of the significance of such organisations. Without this last
point, there is no reason why the same activity should not be carried out by
the “standard” for-profit means other than tax optimisation (Doležalová
2008 b: 125).
Czech literature has adopted the definitions and typology of NGOs
based on the American concept of the not-for-profit sector. All American
organisations seen as truly “not-for-profit” have to pursue the so-called
public benefit, and as such are set up for purposes which reach beyond
personal gain. Since the term public benefit is absent in current Czech legislation and division by typology is not used by tax laws, for instance, the
following typological division of Czech NGOs can be seen as merely formal
and explanatory:
 Mutually beneficial organisations, which aim to benefit their members,
 Publicly beneficial organisations, which focus on anyone who needs
their services, regardless of whether or not they are their members.
Depending on the type of the predominant activities, NGOs can be divided
into:
 service organisations – which offer goods and services,
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advocacy organisations – which draw attention to issues connected
with civil society and observation of human rights, or defend the rights
and interests of individuals or groups.

The institutional framework of the not-for-profit sector in the
Czech Republic 1989 - 2014
The current Czech approach to the not-for-profit sector draws inspiration from the situation in the United States, where there is most literature
on this topic. The institutional, historical and social circumstances in which
the not-for-profit sector was formed in the USA and the Czech Republic differ greatly. However, the main characteristics of NGOs and the demands
placed on their functioning are similar, especially with regards to their
types, the areas they influence and, in general terms, their sources of financing. The definition of the not-for-profit sector in the Czech Republic is
based on the legal form of organisations. According to this definition, the
sector comprises organisations which are motivated by means other than
economic profit and which reinvest any potential profits in their activities.
Among the non-governmental organisations belonging to the not-for-profit
sector which the report lists are: civil associations, foundations, foundation
funds, the church’s legal persons and publicly beneficial organisations.
Legal theory defines and understands NGOs very similarly to the
description above. It sees them as entities which are not set up primarily for
the purposes of conducting business and which do not distribute their profits among the founders, members of bodies or employees, but instead use
them to develop the organisation further. The Charter of Fundamental
Rights and Basic Freedoms forms part of the Constitution of the Czech
Republic and is the basic legal regulation. It lists the fundamental human
rights which makes the creation and functioning of NGOs possible: the right
to free association, the right to peaceful assembly, the right to freedom of
expression, the right to information and also the right to petition. The Civil
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Code, Act no. 40/1964 coll., regulates the position of NGOs as legal persons in the Czech Republic and acts as common legal regulation. Another
common regulation is Article 18 of Section 8 of the Income Tax Act no.
586/1992 coll. Individual NGOs are then regulated by further legislation,
such as the Volunteering Service Act (no. 198/2002 coll.), the Public Collections Act (no. 117/2001 coll.), the Lotteries and Similar Games Act (no.
202/1990 coll.), the Public Contracts Act (no. 137/2006 coll.), the Financial
Control Act (no. 320/2001 coll.), the Education Act (no. 561/2004 coll.), the
Social Services Act (no. 108/2006 coll.) and the Environment Act (no.
17/1992 coll.), among others. The legal norms which define types of NGOs
are, naturally, most important.
In the Czech Republic there are four types of NGOs: civil associations, foundations and foundation funds, public benefit organisations, and
church institutions. A law enabling the creations of civil associations came
into being at the beginning of 1990 (the Citizens’ Association Act no.
38/1990 coll., amended by Acts no. 300/1990 coll., 513/1991 coll., 68/1993
coll., 151/2002 coll., 230/2006 coll. and 342/2006 coll.), specifying how citizens’ right to association, guaranteed by the Charter of Fundamental
Rights and Basic Freedoms, is to be fulfilled. The state registers civil associations but does not intervene in their internal affairs. Civil associations are
corporations, i.e. built on a membership base. While the law does not define a founder(s) of an association, it refers to a “preparatory committee”,
which needs to consist of a minimum of three physical entities who are
Czech citizens (other members of the association do not have to be Czech
citizens), with at least one being over the age of 18. This committee writes
up the articles of the association and submits them to the Ministry of The
Interior for registration. The articles must contain: the name of the association, its registered office, the objective of its activities, the terms of
becoming a member, the rights and responsibilities of its members, the association’s bodies and its wealth management principles. The law does not
specify the term “objective of activities” in any way, except for referring to a
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mutually or publicly beneficial objective, and that it cannot be profit-making.
Membership in a civil association is voluntary. An association is managed
and administered by bodies of authority, which it creates in accordance
with its articles, i.e. usually bodies which bring all the members together
(the general assembly or a general meeting of members) and then the executive body (the board of directors, managing board, directorate and such
like). A civil association ceases to exist by voluntary dissolution or by a legally binding decision by the Ministry of the Interior.
Foundations and foundation funds are defined by law as specialpurpose property associations, aiming to achieve publicly beneficial goals.
The term “publicly beneficial” is vaguely formulated and the list of goals is
merely illustrative – they are meant to protect human rights and other humanitarian values, the environment, natural and cultural heritage, and to
cultivate spiritual values, science, education, sports and physical education. Originally, the concept of “foundation” was an actual act of giving, rather
than the commonplace association with an institution it is today. A foundation
charter or a contract is a prerequisite for the creation of a foundation or a foundation fund. It forms the statutes of the foundation (foundation fund) and
has to contain: its name, details of its founder(s), the purpose for which it
has been created, the size of the initial investment each of the founders
has committed to make, the number of members in the managing and supervisory boards, their details, the rules limiting its expenditure, the criteria
for receiving foundation grants and the target group eligible for these
grants.
When drafting the Public Benefit Organisations Act (Act no.
248/1995 coll., amended by Acts no. 208/2002 coll., 320/2002 coll. and
437/2003 coll.), the legislature’s initial intention was that public benefit organisations would replace budgetary and grant-funded organisations,
founded by the state or its municipal authorities. However, this changed
during the process of working on this legislation, which is why both types of
organisations exist today: legal entities of the public law as well as public
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benefit organisations within the private law. Public benefit organisations are
legal entities, created for the purposes of providing publicly beneficial services. However, these services are not specified by the law in any way and
they are assessed by a judge during the process in which a beneficial organisation is entered in the register. These organisations are most commonly set up in the field of education, culture, social and health care. The
services offered by a public benefit organisation should be offered to all
users on equal terms. The target group of potential users has to be defined
and the conditions under which they will receive a given service must be
stated.
The slow passage of the law on church facilities and religious organisations (the Freedom of Religious Worship and the Position of
Churches and Religious Organisations and Some Amendments Act no.
3/2002 coll., amended by the Constitutional Court’s finding no. 4/2003 coll.,
and Acts no. 562/2004 coll. and 495/2005 coll.) focuses attention on the
complicated search for a consensus between the state and the churches in
the Czech Republic. The bill had been rejected by both the Senate and the
President before Parliament overturned their veto. A church or a religious
organisation is a voluntary association, formed for the purposes of practising a particular religious belief. It always has its own structure, bodies of
authority and internal rules, and sometimes also religious rites and spiritual
activities. It becomes a legal entity on registration, which by law requires
the signatures and personal details of at least 300 Czech citizens or foreign
nationals with permanent residency, all of full age. Thus registered, this legal entity can then propose the registration of a facility (of a religious order
or of another kind) in which it is possible to practise a religious faith and/or
provide charitable services. A special-purpose facility of a church or religious organisation, which is to provide social and health care services or
act as a charity or diacony, is created once a foundation charter is signed
by at least one member of a statutory body of one of the registered churches or religious organisations. This charter must contain the name,
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registered office and identification number of the founder, the specialpurpose facility’s name and registered office within the Czech Republic,
and the time period for which the facility is formed (it can be an indefinite
period). It needs to specify the statutory body and the personal details of its
members, the way in which the annual report about the facility’s activities
over the past calendar year will be made public and how changes to the
foundation charter and the statutes are to be approved.
Once such institutional provisions are made for civil society, it bears
within itself a whole range of limitations which have influenced not only its
creation but also its further development. “The neo-liberal approach toward
economic transitions, entailing a very weak legal framework and weak legal
constraints against conflict of interest, led to the growth of corruption and
broadly based mistrust in the state, thus reproducing the attitudes present
in the previous regime regarding the role of the state and politics.”
(Dvořáková 2008: 586)

The limitations of civil society – the lack of historical reflection
The memory of civil society is lost, and the history of the dissidents,
discussions and the visions are no longer at the centre of public discourse.
This is mainly because the process of “decommunisation” was politically
misused and in some sense reproduced the culture of the communist past.
Neo-liberalism, the dominant ideology after the 1989 takeover, drove any
left-wing and public-spirited ideas out. The numerous studies of “transitional justice” fail to take into account how most of the new political and
economic elites view the link between the past and civil society in Central
and Eastern Europe (CEE). Western literature on CEE finds the historical
roots of contemporary civil society in the reinvention of civil society in the
1970s and 1980s, but in CEE this is not the usual public discourse. In fact,
the younger generation know little about dissent and civil society in the
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‘1970s and ‘1980s (Dvořáková 2008: 586-7). The same can be said about
the very beginnings of civil society, which dates back to the mid-19th century, but philanthropic activities of wealthy donors (mainly aristocrats) and
elementary human solidarity are easily detected centuries prior to that.
They undoubtedly stem from the Christian principle of “love thy neighbour”,
expressed by means of alms and charity. Alms are characterised as assistance to those who are worse-off than the giver, and the concept of charity
evolved subsequently in relation to the social sentiment among medieval
people, determined by their everyday struggle to redeem their souls.
Alms represent the beginnings of the institutionalisation of altruism
and the establishment of certain rules of “doing-good”, mutual solidarity
and assistance. In the 4th century, Christians were given three ways to fulfil
their fasting duties and prepare themselves spiritually for the biggest holiday of the year, Easter: fasting, prayer or alms. Alms are characterised as
assistance to those who are worse-off than the given person. It is a practical
expression of love towards a fellow being and thus towards God. Later on,
as charity evolved, alms had to do with social sentiment among the people
of the Middle Ages, more commonly city dwellers than countrymen, determined by their everyday struggle to save their soul. In practice this meant
that old people without income, belongings or relatives would not die in the
street. One could not find a will in which the dying person did not include
the poor. By the end of the Middle Ages, perhaps in relation to the Black
Death epidemic of 1347-51, organised care for the elderly, beggars, the
disabled and orphans had begun to come into existence. Monastery hospitals, nunneries and municipal hospitals, founded and financed by city
councils and devout individuals, were the institutions of such care. Of
course this social network was very thin – most of the needy were still dependent on the institution of alms from a church or on several occasions
throughout the year, such as Easter (Doležalová 2010).
Christianity has a strong social dimension. Christian philanthropy
can briefly be expressed as follows: God loves me infinitely, thus I can and
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should love others regardless of any other criteria and in doing so emulate
God (be his hands, legs and heart on Earth). Christianity, however, was far
from the first intellectual or spiritual system to address the issue of helping
others. It can be found in many much older cultures, in all pre-Christian religions and in the institution of gifts (Mauss 1999).
The second half of the 19 th century was a period when new institutional conditions were being established and new social concepts with
regards to association formulated. Above all, however, it was the time of
industrialisation of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and saw a growing migration among countries and between towns and the countryside. With
traditional bonds being disrupted, social enlightenment began to replace
the traditional need for good neighbourly relations. This, among other
things, had a significant impact on the formation of civil society, which was
characterised by civil ethos and an interest in general welfare. Otto Urban
considers associations, municipal self-government and a free press to be
the fundamental pillars of civil society, which in the Czech lands came into
being under relatively favourable social-economic and cultural conditions
but relatively unfavourable constitutional conditions (Urban 2003).
This paper will now address the development of the institutional
conditions which enabled associational activities to realise their potential.
The institutionalisation of mutual solidarity and assistance in the Czech
lands can be traced back to the 13 th century, when the first foundations
emerged, supporting the church and spiritual education. Humanism, calling
on its tradition dating all the way back to Plato’s Academy, brought scholars together in academies and scholarly societies (so-called sodalities). The
Enlightenment and its social optimism led to a massive expansion of the associational movement. Although formally these associations were continuations
of their older forms, they were now bearers of the message of the need to
work for public benefit. They endeavoured to improve both the material and
spiritual conditions of mankind and to bolster general trust in the progress and
capabilities of human knowledge and in the value of education.
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The rapid development of associational life in the second half of the
19 century was made possible by a shift in the government’s attitude towards
association of citizens. The first law regulating associational activities was
passed on 5th November 1843 as a court office decree. This decree required an association to obtain permission from the state authorities before
it could be formed – depending on the kind of the association, either directly from the emperor or from the court office or the provincial authority. The
Association Act of 26th November 1852 (Act no. 253/1852 imp.c.) followed
the Interim Association Act of 17th March 1849 and in many ways constituted a return to the practice of the 1843 law, which was contingent upon
permission. It enabled the creation and activities of associations with voluntary membership, and it was amended on 15th November 1867 by the Right
to Association Act (no.134/1867 imp.c.), and became part of the Constitution
in December the same year. This law survived the demise of the empire and
the First Republic as well as the arrival of communism. It was replaced on
12th July 1951 by the Voluntary Organisations and Assemblies Act no.
68/1951 coll., which gave the state the power to see to it that voluntary organisations worked “in accordance with the principles of the people’s
democracy and democratic centralism” (Doležalová 2008b). It was not until
November 1989 that conditions again became favourable for the development of associational activities. A law concerning civil organisations (the
Association of Citizens Act no. 83/1990 coll.) was among the first to be
passed.
The association and self-help tendencies of the 19 th century were
undoubtedly closely linked to the economic and political emancipation of
urban society and to the National Movement. These national and self-help
pursuits anchor philanthropy at the level of self-government. In the Czech
setting, self-government is a significant feature of the legal framework of
the Austrian state and a typical expression of the developing liberal society.
The legal organisation of the state and existence of the fundamentals of a liberal civil society within individual countries had allowed individual nations to
th
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create institutions designed to assert their own goals, even in the absence of a
nation-state. Without a doubt, the institutionalisation of philanthropy was one
of them. Since civil society needed to be literate, it was natural and understandable that education and knowledge were areas to which the wealthy
(the aristocrats but also the nouveau riche, i.e. Czech bourgeoisie) turned
their attention (Hlavačka 2007: 155).
Cooperatives were often the institutional base on which such institutions were built. Cooperatives typical of the Czech lands are those which
acted within the spheres of education and culture and aimed to spread education and public awareness (Doležalová 2008a). The founding of
cooperatives intensified in the Czech lands in the 1860s, after the political
situation had eased. Consumption, production and credit cooperatives had
been forming under the Associations Act no. 253/1852 imp.c., but the desired boom was only made possible by the so-called Cooperative Act no.
70/1873 imp.c., whose creation and promotion was overseen by Antonin
Randa (1834-1914), a lawyer and later the rector of the Czech part of the
Charles-Ferdinand University in Prague.

The limitations of civil society – the absence of a clear definition of what constitutes public benefits
A law is in place in the Czech Republic which regulates all types of
NGOs. One of its first articles refers to public benefits, but the law does not
define the term any further, nor is it defined by any other law. The Czech
government is working on rectifying the situation.
If the term “public benefits” is to have any status, it must be founded
upon a clear meaning – the term “public” needs to be clarified, as do the
types of benefits and their role, their legal regulation and its repercussions;
above all, the balance between benefits and obligations of such institutions
must be set. As Nilda Bullain from the European Centre for Not-for-profit
Law points out, in Western Europe (WE) this term is traditionally under-
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stood to mean that which is beneficial for the society, community, people
and citizens, whereas in CEE it refers to that which is beneficial for (and
supported by) the state and the government (Mezinárodní odborná konference).
This differentiation is rooted in the continuity of the philanthropic culture in WE and its discontinuity in CEE. Even tax relief has failed to activate
a membership base and donors in CEE, and setting up commissions (Moldova) or ministries (Bulgaria and Romania) has had no success either.
Such attempts have revealed that there is a shortage of experts at the government level coupled with a tendency to give preference to NGOs which
have informal ties to governmental structures.
There is another, more profound and philosophical aspect of socalled public benefits. If it is society which decides what is good and what is
bad, and if it is society which endorses positive attributes, then it also holds
that until society gives certain conduct a value, it does not possess it. Firstly, good thus becomes society’s “hostage” – the part of society that makes
decisions about what (most) people think. Society decides by means of
conscious approval in elections and the mass media. Advertising and other
factors that influence public opinion also play their part. Secondly, and
more importantly, the institutional practice is such that it is the benefactors,
not the beneficiaries, who decide what is good.
Good and moral virtues can proliferate, if incarnated in not-for-profit
sector institutions. From the point of view of an individual giving assistance,
they can be a source of activity, satisfaction and of social recognition, while
for someone who needs assistance they can be the last resort. Furthermore, by joining the group everyone can strengthen their position within
society and thus their negotiating position in defending their own interests.
One of the main reasons for an extensive discussion about the need for the
civil sector is its usefulness, which so often cannot be replaced by either
market or state. There are certain approaches in which civil society and the
not-for-profit sector do not necessarily overlap. We can, for instance, dis73

tinguish between so-called pure NGOs and mediating ones. Voluntary associative relationships predominate within the former, and membership in
them is regarded as a sign of a developed civil society. Unions and political
parties come under the category of the latter, and membership in them may
not be an indication of the development of civil society.

The limitations of civil society – the civil society’s expenses,
i.e. the way they are financed
The manner in which civil societies in the Czech Republic are financed suggests that NGOs form a specific, third sector of the economy.
There are three types of sources which the not-for-profit sector in the
Czech Republic can access: state, private and its own. When compiling
their income sources, NGOs opt for particular strategies, determined by:
 their familiarity with the issue which is the focus of their activities,
 their familiarity with the environment in which they operate,
 their knowing the target groups well (both among the recipients of their
services and among those who they obtain resources from),
 the sources available in the relevant economic setting.
By far, they most commonly turn to state resources – the national budget
and EU structural funds. There is a specific additional tool in the Czech
Republic, the so-called Foundation Investment Fund (FIF). It played a vital
role in creating strong foundation wealth but, unfortunately, still represents
most of the registered foundation wealth of the Czech foundations. Grants
from the FIF came in two stages – in 1999 and 2001. In the first wave, 500
million CZK (20 million euro) was allocated to 39 foundations, and one
foundation rejected a grant of approximately 16 million CZK (640,000 euro). In the second wave, 64 foundations received 849.3 million CZK
(33,972,000 euro). Only foundations that had fulfilled certain criteria could
take part in the selection procedure, e.g. those which were involved in beneficial activities worth a certain (unspecified) amount. It was primarily large
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foundations which profited, with smaller foundations being forced out of the
game. With two exceptions, not only has the foundations’ wealth not increased in the last decade, in real terms it has actually decreased, and it is
these foundations which are most frequently the recipients of state subsidies (Vláda).
Public collections feature strongly among private resources, while a
group of wealthy “donors” is establishing itself very slowly. On the one hand,
private donorship has displayed a promising trend over the last seven
years, the annual growth figures being at least 10%. On the other hand,
only 140,000 tax payers claim tax relief for their gifts. Similarly to the countries with a long tradition of philanthropy, even in the Czech Republic people in
the lowest income bracket give (relative to their incomes) the most. Thus,
there is great potential for the number of donors and the volume of gifts to
grow. In 2007, 35% of all the gifts came from people (private individuals)
with a taxable income below 250,000 CZK (10,000 euro); on average they
gave away 4.1% of their taxable income, amounting to 6,320 CZK (252.8
euro) per person for beneficial causes. In the same year, those with a taxable income greater than 600,000 CZK (24,000 euro) gave away on
average 1.8% of their taxable income, i.e. supported charitable causes by
donating 32,306 CZK each (1,292 euro), and their share in the total volume
of private donorship was 34%. (Bárta 2009)
We must remember that organisations within the not-for-profit sector also have their own sources of wealth. After all, they enter the market
offering specific goods and services. However, a majority of NGOs struggle
in this area as they lack sufficient knowledge of the market environment,
marketing skills and the resources needed to market their products efficiently.
The manner of financing is also affected by tax support for undefined public benefits, although as previously indicated, this is more likely to
be true on a theoretical level. It comes in the shape of either decreasing the
taxable base (by 30% or 1 million CZK (40,000 euro)) or deducting gifts
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from the taxable base of physical as well as legal entities (for physical entities the allowances are: max. 2% or 1,000 CZK (400 euro), max. 10% to
finance science, research and police, for legal entities the figures are: min.
2,000 CZK (800 euro), max. 5%, but up to 10% for gifts to universities and
science institutions (Bárta 2009).
However, the key issue with the way in which the not-for-profit sector is financed – and this is not limited solely to the Czech case – stems
from the lack of history mentioned earlier. People tend to assume that the
way things are organised may not be ideal but is the only possible way
and, more importantly, it is unchangeable. Consequently, the not-for-profit
sector as we know it from our everyday lives, not only in the Czech Republic but also in other post-communist countries, is seen as necessary (and
permitted by law) but merely complementary to the private and state sectors. A closer look at history will reveal that these perceptions may be
mistaken. It is obvious that all the activities in the fields of social care,
health or education which are now provided for by the state, had until recently been undertaken by the private sector or by voluntary associations.
For the state to be able to even begin to influence these areas, it
first needed to obtain a permanent source of income. The national budget
began to take on its current shape at the turn of the 18 th century. It was
seen as a monetary fund and was later expanded by so-called specialpurpose funds, the most significant of which built upon the reforms of Maria
Theresa and Joseph the II. It was then that the state first adopted responsibilities, for the fulfilment of which it gathered resources in these funds.
Michel Foucault would have approved – funds for the purposes of schools,
hospitals, maternity clinics, orphanages, mental asylums and jails were
among the first to be set up. That said, the newly established state institutions did not automatically replace the private ones. In fact it was only the
social reformism of the interwar period that brought about dramatic changes. The state was becoming involved in an ever widening range of social
issues – transferring schools into state ownership, introducing compulsory
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insurance and creating state health care treasuries, and some of the newly
founded NGOs were to support the state sector. This clearly demonstrates
the apparent shift in the way philanthropy was viewed during the First Republic – from a private initiative in its own right to a complementary function
of the state, i.e. activities whose purpose was to support the state. Through
this process (and not only after 1948, as is commonly perceived) the state
started, perhaps unknowingly but systematically, to displace interpersonal
solidarity. This solidarity originates in our need for altruism and simultaneously proves that such a need exists. Altruism and pure solidarity ceased to
be a means of seeking one’s own identity as the state assumed the main
role in this area, becoming the greatest “altruist”, giving out gifts to its citizens using resources that it had collected from them in the first place.

Conclusions
Firstly, we can answer the question: where is the not-for-profit sector historically placed on the spectrum between state and private
institutions. It is obvious that NGOs have more in common with the institution of the market than that of the state. Market institutions use profit as the
main indicator of their efficiency. They obtain vital signals for their work
both in advance, from their customers and by searching for areas of unmet
demand, as well as ex post facto by looking at their profits and the changes
in the value of their shares. In the same way as NGOs, they are based on
voluntary membership and competition. The state is fundamentally involuntary, has a power monopoly over a given territory and is the only body
capable of forcing others to (not) act in a certain way. Like the state, NGOs
are driven by motives other than profit. Every philanthropic activity, however,
is “tit-for-tat” – be it that the “tat” is a good feeling. Thus, no act of philanthropy and benefaction is a market institution as such; the price is not a deciding
criterion for effective allocation of resources. However, in no way is it an
institution of the state sector either. Here we are faced with a problem since
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some organisations with these traits can be labelled as beneficial, while
others may have the opposite quality. Therefore, the value of other people’s lives and freedom has to be acknowledged as an inherent attribute of
the human being and included among the main characteristics of institutions of altruism. What is meant by freedom is not that “my freedom ends
where others’ begins”, but freedom in the sense of respecting the fact that
one is alive not thanks to themselves but to living in a society. With these
characteristics NGOs become sovereign categories of civil society, and as
such have more in common with market organisations than with the state.
Secondly, what degree of confidence do not-for-profit organisations
enjoy among the citizens of the Czech Republic? Civil society, which evolves
in the presence of such great limitations, is inevitably weak. The same degree of fragility, vulnerability and lack of grounding that accompanies the
creation of democracies influences the development of civil society as well.
I am not referring to the variety or quantitative indicators of growth of the
institutions of civil society, nor to quantitative analysis of completion of the
tasks which these institutions aim to carry out. I am talking exclusively about
how well anchored the institutions of civil society are within the society itself
and how civil society is perceived by the population, i.e. what degree of
confidence it enjoys and how willing the people are to participate in the
process of building it – voluntarily and without claiming anything in return.
Last but not least, even after 20 years of evolution, civil society’s fragility
manifests itself in the quality of the information channels between its institutions and the population and the institutions and the state. This fragility is
also apparent from how these channels are used to convey and share information, to debate, and from whether the institutions are able to use
these channels for the purpose of asserting their interests.
Historical limitations do not stem from a lack of history, but from insufficient knowledge of history. Institutional limitations do not lie in the nonexistence of a legal framework, but in the unwillingness on the part of a large
proportion of NGOs (especially grant-funded organisations) to make full use
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of this framework. It also lies in the reluctance of citizens to act as citizens
and understand their citizenship as an everyday referendum. In a 1998
study, 55% of the 1,050 NGOs interviewed complained about poor public
awareness, 24% felt that the public treated them with mistrust and suspicion and 15% even found the public’s attitude hostile. A similar study
carried out in 2009 claimed that the perception of NGOs tended to be positive - 63% (STEM 2008), which seems curious when confronted with the
fact that only 47% of the population donated money at least once a year to
an NGO. The respondents looked upon financial donations as morally right,
but few of them ever made any (Občanská společnost, 2004).
Thirdly, the most important question asked at the beginning of this
paper was whether or not the not-for-profit sector, operating in the manner
it does, can be a means to building a civil society. To recapitulate, civil society here refers to a civil society whose institutions are private and
independent of the state. They are market institutions, although their profit
is not defined in financial terms. Citizens’ activities within these institutions
are voluntary, founded upon the principles of solidarity, mutual help and
doing good. At the same time, this civil society respects human freedom,
and the people within it are aware of their responsibilities towards others.
The Czech Republic has a civil society which is dependent on the
state, and suffers from poor and often insufficient legislation and an environment of corruption. It depends financially on state and European
resources, and the level of the citizens’ involvement as active members
within civil society institutions or as donors is very low.
A question suggests itself here, rather than a conclusion: is there a
way out? I will make a tentative claim that the key lies in one of the abovementioned limitations of civil society. We need to learn about our past and
traditions to help us accept challenges which appear “too Western”. In reality, these challenges are rooted in our own traditions, though they may
have been forgotten. This is something that we as social scientists can do,
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without allowing ourselves to be lured into the mainstream trap and political
clichés.
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